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About EARCOS
The East Asia Regional Council of Schools is an organization of 156 member schools in East Asia. These schools have a total of more than 120,000 preK 
to 12th grade students. EARCOS also has 179 associate members—textbook and software publishers and distributors, universities, financial planners, 
architectural firms, insurance companies, youth organizations, etc.—and 36 individual members.

Membership in EARCOS is open to elementary and secondary schools in East Asia which offer an educational program using English as the primary lan-
guage of instruction, and to other organizations, institutions, and individuals interested in the objectives and purposes of the Council.

General Information
EARCOS holds one leadership conference every November and one teachers’ conference every March. In addition, EARCOS funds several weekend 
institutes hosted by member schools throughout East Asia. EARCOS also organizes a meeting for EARCOS heads of schools every April. EARCOS 
publishes its newsletter, the ET Journal, which is distributed to its members three times a year, and a directory of all of its members. EARCOS sponsors a 
community on Google+ and Tumblr blog called E-Connect at http://earcos-connect.tumblr.com/

Objectives and Purposes
To promote intercultural understanding and international friendship through the activities of member schools.
To broaden the dimensions of education of all schools involved in the Council in the interest of a total program of education.
To advance the professional growth and welfare of individuals belonging to the educational staff of member schools.
To facilitate communication and cooperative action between and among all associated schools.
To cooperate with other organizations and individuals pursuing the same objectives as this council.
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Welcome Message from the 
EARCOS Executive Director

Dear ETC Delegates:

Welcome to the EARCOS Teachers’ Conference (ETC) 2017 at the lovely Sutera Harbour Resort. We are 
happy to be back in Sabah, North Borneo. 

This ETC offers three excellent keynote presenters. Kim Phuc Phan Thi, Christophe Galfard, Aaron and 
Kaitlin Tait. We have nine pre-conferences including AP/IB and WASC. Our delegates have over 100 work-
shop sessions to choose from and they are geared to meet the diverse needs of our teachers. In addition, 
our job-alike sessions will provide an opportunity for teachers to meet with their colleagues, who work in 
similar content areas. Of the more than 100 workshops, your EARCOS colleagues will present 60 of them.  
As always, these workshops are practical, topical, and relevant to our work in East Asia. Please support 
your fellow teachers and try to attend as many of these as possible. Also, we have nearly 40 vendors who 
will be exhibiting at the conference. Please stop by their tables.

The EARCOS  Teacher Advisory Group selected the Kim Phuc Phan Thi Foundation as this year’s charity. 
As you will see, Kim Phuc is one of our keynoters and her charity “helps heal the wounds suffered by in-
nocent children”. Advance thanks for your generosity and support.

Thanks to all our ETC teacher representatives who have spent many hours assisting their teachers with 
workshop proposals, registration for the conference, and hotel and transportation arrangements. Without 
their dedication, it would be impossible to host our conference the way we do. Thanks to our EARCOS 
staff members who have worked tirelessly to assist with the many details and logistics. 

The contributions of Mses Elaine and Vitz and Sirs Ver, Edzel, and Robert have been – again – admirable 
and their collective attention to the vast array of details of our conference is commendable. Our assistant 
director Joe Petrone has been invaluable during the planning process. 

Finally, it is always my hope that our delegates make new contacts, embrace challenges from our present-
ers, renew friendships, and enjoy our hospitality. Visit our exhibitors and let them know that we appreciate 
their sponsorship, which helps us provide the best professional development possible. I’m proud and happy 
to be the director of this wonderful organization. 

Finally, I hope you find some time to enjoy the splendour of North Borneo, Sabah, Malaysia!

Dick Krajczar and the EARCOS Team. 

THIS PROGRAM BELONGS TO: _________________________________________________
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EARCOS Strategic Plan

EARCOS Mission

EARCOS inspires adult and student learning through its leadership and service 
and fosters intercultural understanding, global citizenship, and exceptional edu-
cational practices within our learning community.  

Strategies and List of Results

STRATEGY A
Provide specific targeted and differentiated professional development oppor-
tunities for various member communities. 

A.1 The page added to the EARCOS website to advertise non-EARCOS spon-
sored workshops has been used by twelve non-affiliated workshop sponsors.
A.2 EARCOS financially supported the middle school GIN Conference held 
March 05 – 06 and the executive director attended the conference, which was 
held at Shanghai Community International School. And, March 11–12, 2016 the 
middle school conference was hosted at the Bali Island School and attended 
by the assistant director. Host schools invitations are being considered for GIN 
middle and high school conferences for 2017.
A.3 EARCOS continues to offer space during the ELC for meetings of various 
regional organizations such as APAC, IASIS, MRISA, etc.
A.4 EARCOS will again provide space for an IB Pre-conference workshop at the 
ELC and expects the pre-conference will be fully subscribed. 
A.5 EARCOS again provided space and logistical support for two AP courses 
held in March at the ETC in Manila.
A.6 Fifty-nine EARCOS-sponsored Weekend Workshops were conducted 
with three remaining in the schedule this school year. Sixty-one proposals have 
been received for the 2016/17 school year. Financial support to a ceiling level of 
$3500 continues to be the amount allocated to support these regional profes-
sional development opportunities.
A.7 EARCOS continues to provide logistical support for the University of San 
Francisco and Washington State University “International School Leadership 
Program” at both ELC and ETC.
A.8 EARCOS-CIS joint institute on higher education admission was successfully 
inaugurated in October 2015. The Second Annual Institute is being planned for 
September 30 – October 01, 2016. Over 35 counselor and university proposals 
have been received and the number of university admissions representatives and 
EARCOS counselors is expected to exceed 300 participants. 
A.9 EARCOS is financially supporting the South East Asian Primary Administra-
tors’ Conference (SEAPAC). It will be hosted at Canggu Community School in 
Bali in March 2017.

STRATEGY B
Engage students and adults in learning activities across the region that will 
foster friendship, understanding, and global citizenship. 

B.1 As previously reported, EARCOS continues to support the excellent work 
of the annual Global Issues Network Conference.
B.2 Notifications from thirty schools have been received regarding choices for 
the EARCOS Global Citizen Awards. The deadline is late April, at which time it is 
estimated that the EARCOS office will receive more than 75 award notices. Five 
to ten of these students will be chosen to receive the Global Citizen Community 
Service Grant of $500 to further their chosen community service project during 
the 2016/17 school year.
B.3 EARCOS has made a sustained effort over the years to recognize the im-
portant work of the Special Education Network in Asia by assisting them with 
infrastructure support, as we hold funds for their annual conferences. In the 
coming year, individual designated SENIA representatives from EARCOS schools 
will be listed in the EARCOS Member Directory. The executive and assistant 
director offered direct support by attending the SENIA conference in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia in February 2016.

STRATEGY C
Develop collaborative educational partnerships within the region as well as 
worldwide to foster access to expertise. 

C.1 EARCOS continues to support the work of the College Board and its AP 
classes by providing space and logistical support for workshops at ETC.
C.2 EARCOS continues to collaborate with WASC and annually partners with 
the associate executive director to conduct training workshops for visit commit-
tee members and aspiring committee chairpersons.
C.3 EARCOS continues to collaborate with ACAMIS in supporting the Learning 
2.0 conferences.
C.4 Space is consistently provided for one IB workshop at the yearly ELC con-
ference.
C.5 The Executive Director meets yearly with the other regional directors and 
the State Department Officers of Overseas Schools.
C.6 EARCOS-CIS joint institute on higher education admission was successfully 
inaugurated in October 2015. The Second Annual Institute is being planned for 
September 30 – October 01, 2016. Over 35 counselor and university proposals 
have been received and the number of university admissions representatives and 
EARCOS counselors is expected to exceed 300 participants. 
C.7 The Executive Director regularly attends regional professional development 
conferences to enhance and strengthen partnerships, e.g. TAISI, ACAMIS, L2.0, 
AAIE, etc.

STRATEGY D
Connect schools, communities, and individuals through the use of effective 
latest technologies to promote collaboration, intercultural understanding, and 
access to broader educational opportunities. 

D.1 The EARCOS- or E-Connect blog site was inaugurated in October 2011. 
Since then over 2000 blog postings, articles, and videos have been posted on the 
site. The blog is linked to the EARCOS Twitter and Face Book accounts, so that 
each blog posting generates a message on these two social networks.
D.2 Two years ago Google initiated a new feature on Google+ called Com-
munities. EARCOS created a private EARCOS Community. This allows for the 
sharing of articles, videos, and discussions among members of the community. 
The EARCOS Google+ Community currently includes 730 members and the 
EARCOS Circle boasts almost 3000 connected professionals.
D.3 The EARCOS “Triannual Journal” online version is now enhanced to include 
an interactive social media feature permitting reader posts and direct connectiv-
ity with Google+ Community, Twitter and Facebook followers.
D.4 Zoom software added to EARCOS software suite and used to enhance 
conferencing by permitting unrestricted screen share options for all member 
schools.

STRATEGY E
Conduct, communicate, and archive relevant data and research to identify and 
enhance educational practices. 

E.1 There were more action research requests than in typical years. Eight pro-
posals were accepted and funded of the 13 submitted. Last year seven were 
funded.
E.2 SurveyMonkey surveys following each conference continue to inform con-
ference planning.
E.3 Data relative to attendance at each workshop and event during EARCOS 
conferences is maintained and utilized in planning future conferences.
E.4 The executive director continues to receive requests to serve on doctoral 
students’ Program of Study Committees and he accepts one or two committee 
invitations per year. EARCOS receives many requests to provide access to its 
members for research and the executive director carefully reviews each request 
before wider distribution to the membership.

EARCOS Vision (visit http://earcos.org/about_strat.php)
EARCOS Core Values (visit http://earcos.org/about_strat.php)
EARCOS Goals (visit http://earcos.org/about_strat.php)
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EARCOS
Global

Citizenship
Award &

Community
Service

Grant

This award is presented to a student who embraces the quali-
ties of a global citizen. This student is a proud representative of 
his/her nation while respectful of the diversity of other nations, 
has an open mind, is well informed, aware and empathetic, con-
cerned and caring for others encouraging a sense of community 
and strongly committed to engagement and action to make the 
world a better place. 

Finally, this student is able to interact and communicate effectively 
with people from all walks of life while having a sense of collective 
responsibility for all who inhabit the globe.

Deadline:
Please submit the student for EARCOS AWARD for GLOBAL 
CITIZENSHIP is April 14, 2017.  The student’s name should be  
send via online form http://earcos.org/other_award.php or 
e-mailed to Joe Petrone at jpetrone@earcos.org on or before this 
date.

>>>
For more information please visit http://earcos.org/other_award.php
>>>

{
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EARCOS REGISTRATION DESK HOURS
Tuesday, MARCH 28 10:00 - 17:00
Wednesday, MARCH 29 06:30 - 20:00
Thursday, MARCH 30 06:30 - 17:00
Friday, MARCH 31  07:00 - 17:00
Saturday, APRIL 1  07:00 - 16:00

Conference at a Glance

TUESDAY | 28 MARCH 2017  P R E C O N F E R E N C E S 

08:30 - 16:30 AP Calculus AB and BC (combined)
  AP Computer Science Principles
  IB - Service Learning
08:30 - 20:30 International School Leadership Progam (USF/WSU)
10:00 - 10:30 Morning  Tea/Coffee Break
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
14:30 - 15:00 Afternoon Tea/Coffee Break

WEDNESDAY | 29 MARCH 2017  P R E C O N F E R E N C E S

08:30 - 16:30 P R E C O N F E R E N C E S
09:00 - 20:30 International School Leadership Program (USF/WSU)
10:00 - 10:30 Morning  Tea / Coffee Break
12:30 - 13:30 Lunch
14:45 - 15:15 Afternoon  Tea / Coffee Break
13:00 - 15:00 Exhibitors Set-Up
17:00 - 18:00 Meeting For Teacher Reps.
18:00 - 18:30 Reception For Teacher Reps.

THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017 - FIRST DAY OF CONFERENCE

07:30 - 16:45 Exhibits Open
08:00 - 20:30  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome to Delegates
  Announcements / Remarks
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speaker: KIM PHUC PHAN THI
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:00 Session 1
11:00 - 11:15 Travel Time
11:15 - 12:30 Session 2
12:30 - 13:45  Lunch
13:45 - 15:15  Session 3
15:15 - 15:30  Travel Time / Short Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:45  Job-Alikes
17:30 - 18:30  Cocktail Reception for Special Presenters
18:30 - 20:30  Welcome Reception

FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017 - SECOND DAY OF CONFERENCE

07:30 - 17:00 Exhibits Open
08:00 - 16:30  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome Delegates
  Announcements / Remarks
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speaker: CHRISTOPHE GALFARD
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:15 Session 4
11:15 - 11:30  Travel Time
11:30 - 12:30  Session 5
12:30 - 13:30  Lunch
13:30 - 15:00  Session 6
15:00 - 15:30  Tea & Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:45  Session 7

SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017 - THIRD DAY OF CONFERENCE

06:00  Charity 5K Fun Run/Walk
07:30 - 15:00 Exhibits Open
08:00 - 20:00  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome Delegates
  Announcements / Remarks
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speakers: AARON TAIT AND KAITLIN TAIT
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:15  Session 8
11:15 - 11:30  Travel Time
11:30 - 12:45  Session 9
12:45 - 13:45  Lunch
13:45 - 15:15  Session 10
17:00 - 18:00  Cocktail Reception for Exhibitors
18:00 - 20:30  Closing Reception for all Delegates

This is a ‘NO BAG CONFERENCE.’
For several years delegates have been telling us not to provide a 
conference bag, so this year we have responded. In lieu of bags,

EARCOS will donate to 
The Kim Phuc Foundation International, dedicated in helping child 

victims of war.
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About Kota Kinabalu
Kota Kinabalu, formerly known as Jesselton, is the city capital of Sabah as 
well as the capital of the West Coast Division of Sabah. Strategically situated 
in the Northwest Coast of Borneo Island, facing the South China Sea and 
Tunku Abdul Rahman Park on one side, and set against the backdrop of 
Mount Kinabalu; this beautiful ‘Nature Resort City’ stretches for miles along 
the coast and towards the inland.

Affectionately known as KK or Api Api by the locals, Kota Kinabalu is a popu-
lar tourism getaway and a major gateway into Sabah and Borneo Island. 
Apart from featuring a number of tourism attractions in and around the 
city, Kota Kinabalu is also one of the most thriving industrial and commercial 
centers in East Malaysia.

Culture and Leisure

Cultural
Sabah State Museum, the main museum of Sabah.
There are a number of cultural venues in Kota Kinabalu. The Sabah State 
Museum, situated near the Queen Elizabeth Hospital, is the main museum of 
Sabah. In the vicinity of the museum are the Science and Technology Centre, 
Sabah Art Gallery, and the Ethno Botanic Gardens. Wisma Budaya Art Gal-
lery in the city centre hosts some national as well as regional art exhibitions. 
The Hongkod Koisaan building in Penampang is home to the Kadazan-Du-
sun Cultural Association (KDCA). It hosts the annual Kaamatan or Harvest 
Festival and the Unduk Ngadau beauty contest, which is held concurrently, 
in May. Monsopiad Cultural Village (Kampung Monsopiad) features cultural 
shows related to the Kadazan-Dusun culture. It is named after the legendary 
Kadazan-Dusun headhunting warrior, Monsopiad.

Historical
Atkinson Clock Tower, one of the historical landmarks in the city.
The Padang Merdeka or Town Field is the site where the declaration of 
Sabah’s independence and formation of Malaysia took place. The declara-
tion was announced by Sabah’s first Chief Minister, Tun Fuad Stephens, on 
16 September 1963, also known as Malaysia Day. Today the site hosts the 
annual City Day celebration on 2 February, Merdeka Day celebration on 31 
August, and a number of other celebrations and functions.

The Atkinson Clock Tower near Bandaran Berjaya was built by Mary Ed-
ith Atkinson in 1905 in memory of her son, Francis George Atkinson. It 
was formerly used as a navigation aid for ships.[95] It is only one of three 

pre-World War II buildings to survive the war. The Petagas War Memorial, 
located near KKIA, is a reminder of those who died when they went against 
the Japanese forces during World War II. It is situated at the place where the 
Kinabalu Guerillas were killed by the Japanese army in 1944. The Double Six 
Monument, located in Sembulan, is also a memorial to remember Sabah’s 
first Chief Minister and six other state ministers who died on a plane crash 
known as the Double Six Tragedy on 6 June 1976.

Shopping
Suria Sabah during the 2013 Chinese New Year celebrations, this is also one 
of the shopping malls in the city. Kota Kinabalu also features a number of 
shopping malls. These include Imago KK Times Square, Oceanus Waterfront 
Mall, Karamunsing Complex, Centre Point, Wisma Merdeka, Warisan Square, 
Plaza Wawasan, Asia City Complex, City Mall, KK Plaza, Mega Long Mall, Su-
ria Sabah and 1Borneo, which is the largest hypermall in Kota Kinabalu. Kara-
munsing, where Karamunsing Complex is situated, is an area that has more 
computer shops per capita than anywhere else in Sabah. The weekly Gaya 
Street Sunday Market features a gathering of local hawkers selling a wide 
range of items from traditional ethnic cultural souvenirs to pets and flowers. 
The Kota Kinabalu Handicraft Market (formerly known as the Filipino Mar-
ket) features vendors selling traditional handicrafts, souvenirs and foodstuffs.

Entertainment
Golden Screen Cinemas which is located at Suria Sabah Shopping Mall.
There are seven cinemas in Kota Kinabalu: 2 Golden Screen Cinemas (com-
monly known as GSC), MBO cinemas located at Imago Mall Kota Kinabalu 
Times Square, City Cineplex at City Mall, Growball Cineplex at Centre Point 
Mall and Megalong Cineplex at Megalong Mall. One of the GSC cinemas is 
located at Suria Sabah Shopping Mall, while the other is located at 1Borneo. 
Both GSC cinemas hold eight cinema halls each. 1Borneo HyperMall and 
Sutera Harbour Marina have bowling alleys and pool tables. A new cinema 
known as the MBO Cinemas with a capacity of 1,038 is located in the newly 
Imago Mall, KK Times Square.

Kota Kinabalu is well known as live seafood market. There are many live sea-
food restaurants such as Hua Hing Seafood Restaurant (located at Sedco 
Complex), Welcome Seafood Restaurant(Asia City) and Hung Xing Sea-
food Restaurant around the city.

Music
Kota Kinabalu is home to one of Asia’s favourite jazz festivals, the KK Jazz 
Festival. It has become an annual event. International performers such as 
Son2nos (Venezuela), award-winning Korean jazz diva Nah Youn Sun, Hong 
Kong’s Junk Unit, Malaysia’s Double Take, Atilia and Mood Indigo from UK 
have all previously performed at the festival.

Band Width Street Press Magazine is Kota Kinabalu’s only free monthly mag-
azine that promotes local Sabah music. The magazine was launched in March 
2009, and was supported by the local government and was referred by Sa-
bah’s Minister of Culture, Environment & Tourism, YB Datuk Masidi Manjun, 
as a publication that will introduce and promote new local musicians while 
serving up the latest information on the local entertainment scene.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kota_Kinabalu
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Meeting & Banquet Rooms - Floor Plan

The Pacific Sutera Hotel

The luxurious 5-star Pacific Sutera Ho-
tel features 500 immaculately appointed 
rooms and suites with contemporary décor 
and dramatic views of either the sprawling 
golf course or of the sea and nearby tropical 
islands.

The grand entrance and high-ceiling lobby 
lounge offer an uninterrupted, panoramic 
view of the ocean and is a popular meeting 
point for leisure and business travellers. The 
Pacific Club guests enjoy the magnificent 
views from the top floors where breakfast 
and cocktails are served in the exclusive 
Pacific Club Lounge.

Pacific Grand
Ballroom

Foyer

Female
Toilet

Male
Toilet

Planter

Function
Room 1

Function
Room 2

Function
Room 3

Function
Room 4

Function
Room 5

Male
Toilet

Female
Toilet

Foyer

Function
Room 7

Function
Room 6

Function
Room 8

Function
Room 9

Function
Room 10

The HIBISCUS is located at the Pacific Sutera First Floor.
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Meeting & Banquet Rooms - Floor Plan

The Magellan Sutera Resort

The Magellan Sutera Resort is a magnificent 
5-star resort with 456 suites. The grand en-
trance is a majestic longhouse style lobby; 
an architectural tribute to the Rungus na-
tives of Sabah. With fine timber furnishings 
and traditional handicraft artifacts, this re-
sort is a favourite with families and couples 
and those seeking a relaxing, tropical holi-
day in Borneo. 

The suites are lavishly decorated and pres-
ent fabulous views of beautifully manicured 
gardens or the South China Sea set against 
a backdrop of the islands of Tunku Abdul 
Rahman Marine Park.

Orchid Garden Room and Rose Garden Room 
are located at the Ground Level near “5 Sails Restaurant“

Meeting
Room 3

Meeting
Room 4

Meeting
Room 2

Meeting
Room 1

Meeting
Room 5

Meeting
Room 6

Magellan 
Ballroom Pre-

Function

Court
Yard

Meeting
Room 10 Meeting

Room 9
Meeting
Room 8

Meeting
Room 7
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PRECONFERENCES
TUESDAY | MARCH 28, 2017        ROOM

08:30 - 16:30 SUE HARVEY        MS Meeting Room II 
AP Calculus AB and BC (combined)
This two-day AP Calculus AB and BC (Combined) workshop is designed to help teachers explore the topics and scope of the AP 
Calculus courses, as outlined in the new Curriculum Framework. Teachers will develop an awareness of the conceptual understandings 
and skills students need for success on the AP exam, and how the Mathematical Practices for AP Calculus develop students’ ability to 
reason, form connections, and communicate understanding. In addition, the workshop will explore how concepts are threaded across 
the four Big Ideas as set forth in the Curriculum Framework, and examine implications for instruction. Participants will have ample op-
portunity to discuss and share teaching strategies, classroom experiences and challenges, approaches to problem solving, and common 
student mistakes. BC-only topics will be embedded alongside AB topics throughout the workshop as time and interest permit.

JOSEPH GREENAWALT        MS Meeting Room I
AP Computer Science Principles
This two-day workshop will provide an overview of the AP Computer Science Principles course and assessments. Designed to be 
equivalent to a first semester college course in computing, the AP Computer Science Principles course equips students to discern and 
communicate computer science impacts on their society, culture and the world, and to collaboratively create computational artifacts. 
Participants will learn about the course and its assessment. They will also learn strategies designed to support success in the course 
of a diverse group of students. The core concepts of the course, its computational practices and big ideas, and three forms of student 
assessment will be addressed as participants experience Computer Science Principles lessons. Participants will receive a USB thumb 
drive with all necessary handouts, a printed copy of the AP Computer Science Course and Exam Description and a printed Workshop 
Handbook.

08:30 - 16:30   DAN MAGIE       MS Meeting Room V
Service Learning - IB Category 3 Workshop
Today’s complex issues allow for diverse ways for students to respond in a principled way with relevance, creativity, rigour and em-
pathy. Action, central to the MYP programme and the IB mission, focuses on learning by doing and experiencing, a key component 
in constructivist models of education. In this workshop, participants move from a narrower understanding of community and service 
into a wider, more inclusive view of action as community engagement, as well as an authentic context for learning and achievement in 
school. Participants will explore the meaning of service learning and gain insight into how to plan engaging, developmentally appropri-
ate service activities that are grounded in relevant global contexts. They will inquire into how responsible action, tightly connected with 
sustained inquiry and critical reflection, will develop the kinds of attributes described by the IB learner profile that are essential for 
success in future academic pursuits and adult life.

08:30 - 16:30 SHANNON CALDERON, GORDON GATES & WALT GMELCH    MS Meeting Room VII
 International School Leadership Program (USF/WSU)

10:00 - 10:30 MORNING  TEA / COFFEE BREAK   PS Foyer of Function Room II and IV & MS Meeting Room VII

12:30 - 13:30 LUNCH     PS Café Boleh Restaurant

14:30 - 15:00 AFTERNOON  TEA / COFFEE BREAK  PS Foyer of Function Room II and IV & MS Meeting Room VII

PRECONFERENCES
WEDNESDAY | MARCH 29, 2017

08:30 - 16:30 SUE HARVEY        MS Meeting Room II
AP Calculus AB and BC (combined)

JOSEPH GREENAWALT       MS Meeting Room I
AP Computer Science Principles

JAY ATWOOD      PS Function Room X
ETC Google Virtual Reality (VR) Academy - A full day of hands-on exploration of Virtual and Augmented Reality and discussion of 
its impact in EARCOS classroom environments. ETC attendees receive their VR kit: one book around VR and classroom management, 
an adventure backpack, one free voucher to take the Level 1 Certification Exam and a Cardboard Viewer. Attendees will join the VR 
Community on Google Plus and leave with not only hands-on knowledge of these tools but a formulated stance on how this connects 
to EARCOS curriculum and learners and are ready to be leaders in this movement back at their schools.
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PRECONFERENCES
WEDNESDAY | MARCH 29, 2017        ROOM

08:30 - 16:30 KIM COFINO         PS Function Room IX
Student Learning Through Social Media - We’ve all had the experience of settling an argument in a restaurant with a quick Wikipedia 
search, or navigating around a new city with Google Maps, but all too often our use of technology in the classroom is disconnected from 
these types of real-world uses. However, when we learn with technology the way we live with technology, the classroom can be just 
as relevant and engaging as our everyday digital interactions. How can we make the connection between our real-life experiences and 
our classroom learning environment so that we can better prepare our students to excel in this dynamic and interconnected world? 

MARILYN GEORGE       PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
ACS WASC Pre-conference - Serving as a Visiting Committee Member and Conducting a Self-Study - This session will (1) prepare 
educators to serve on ACS WASC visiting committees, emphasizing the role and responsibilities of an ACS WASC visiting committee 
member, and (2) examine the essentials of the Focus on Learning process and its adaptability from a self-study perspective.

DAN MAGIE        MS Meeting Room V
Service Learning - IB Category 3 Workshop

KARIM MEDICO LETWINSKY      PS Function Room VII
Creating an Inquiry Learning Environment in Math Class - In this session, participants will achieve an understanding of what it means 
to provide opportunities for inquiry learning in mathematics. Productive dispositions to promote an environment to support inquiry 
learning will be discussed, including self efficacy, motivation, productive struggle and supporting students to engage deeper in the learn-
ing process. Participants will be presented with a model of instruction to engage students in collaborative inquiry in their own classes.

KENNY PEAVY       PS Function Room I
Science Integration: Everyone Needs to Get Outside to Learn and Play - This hands-on outdoor workshop will integrate science, 
literature, art, service learning & other curricular areas with Education Outside The Classroom (EOTC) techniques including: Making a 
field guide to your campus; Birds, Bugs & Botany;  what every student (and teacher) should know about their local environment;  River 
of Words International Art & Poetry contest; Connecting kids and nature; and why every school should have an outdoor classroom. 
Come prepared to spend part of the day outside exploring the Sutera Harbour grounds and facilities.

TINA QUICK        PS Function Room VIII
Coping With the Challenges of Leaving the ‘Third Culture’ - Participants will come to understand: How children are impacted by their 
globally mobile childhoods; what they will experience in the cycle of transition; challenges of leaving a place of belonging and shared 
experience; and strategies for easing their adjustment and confronting the challenges.
 

 
09:00 - 20:30 GORDON GATES & WALT GMELCH       MS Meeting Room VII

International School Leadership Program (USF/WSU) 

10:00 - 10:30 MORNING  TEA / COFFEE BREAK PS Foyer of Function Room I, II, IV, VII, IX, X, & Hibiscus Garden
MS Foyer of Meeting II, III, IV & VII

12:30 - 13:30 LUNCH    MS Five Sails Restaurant & PS Café Boleh Restaurant

14:45 - 15:15 AFTERNOON  TEA / COFFEE BREAK  PS Foyer of Function Room & MS Foyer of Meeting Room

13:00 - 15:00 EXHIBITORS SET-UP

17:00 - 18:00 MEETING FOR TEACHER REPS.    MS First Floor - Orchid Room

18:00 - 18:30 RECEPTION FOR TEACHER REPS.  Al-Fresco (Open Space) next to Mandara SPA

International School Leadership Program Schedules
University of San Francisco / Washington State University 
Presenters:  SHANNON CALDERON, GORDON GATES & WALT GMELCH

Day  Date  Time  Room
THURSDAY 30 March 2017 8:00 - 20:30 MS Meeting Room VII
FRIDAY  31 March 2017 8:00 - 16:30 MS Meeting Room VII
SATURDAY 1 April 2017 8:00 - 20:00 MS Meeting Room VII
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First Day of Conference
At A Glance
07:30 - 16:45 Exhibits Open
08:00 - 20:30  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome to Delegates
  Announcements / Remarks
  FIlm Showing: Shanghai Film Festival Winners
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speaker
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:00 Session 1
11:00 - 11:15 Travel Time
11:15 - 12:30 Session 2
12:30 - 13:45  Lunch
13:45 - 15:15  Session 3
15:15 - 15:30  Travel Time / Short Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:45  Job-Alikes
17:30 - 18:30  Cocktail Reception for Special Presenters
18:30 - 20:30  Welcome Reception
 

ABOUT KOTA KINABALU
Kota Kinabalu, formerly known as Jesselton, is the capital of the state of Sabah, located in East Malaysia. It is also the capital of the West Coast 
Division of Sabah. The city is located on the northwest coast of Borneo facing the South China Sea. The Tunku Abdul Rahman National Park lies 
to its west, and Mount Kinabalu, which gave the city its name, is located to its east. Kota Kinabalu has a population of 452,058 and, including the 
adjacent Penampang and Putatan districts, the metro area has an estimated population of 628,725.

Kota Kinabalu is often known as KK, both in Malaysia and internationally. It is a major fishing destination and a popular gateway for travellers visit-
ing Sabah and Borneo. Kinabalu National Park is located about 90 kilometers from the city, and there are many other tourist attractions in and 
around the city. Kota Kinabalu is also one of the major industrial and commercial centers of East Malaysia. These two factors combine to make 
Kota Kinabalu one of the fastest growing cities in Malaysia.

Kota Kinabalu is named after Mount Kinabalu, which is situated about 50 kilometers east-northeast of the city. Kinabalu is derived from the name 
Aki Nabalu meaning the “revered place of the dead.” Aki means “ancestors” or “grandfather,” and Nabalu is a name for the mountain in the Dusun 
language. There is also a source claiming that the term originated from Ki Nabalu, where Ki means “have” or “exist,” and Nabalu means “spirit of 
the dead.”

Kota is a Malay word for a “fort,” “town,” or a “city.” It is also used formally in a few other Malaysian towns and cities, for example, Kota Bharu, Kota 
Tinggi, and Kota Kemuning. It can also be used informally to refer to any towns or cities. Hence, a direct translation of the name Kota Kinabalu 
into English would be “City of Kinabalu” or “Kinabalu City.”
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Conference Opening
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017

7:30 - 16:45
EXHIBITS OPEN     PS GRAND BALLROOM FOYER
       MS FOYER OF FUNCTION ROOM III
8:00 - 20:30
International School Leadership Program    MS MEETING ROOM VII
University of San Francisco / Washington State University

8:00 - 8:30      PS GRAND BALLROOM

WELCOME DELEGATES
Dick Krajczar, EARCOS Executive Director

FILM SHOWING: Shanghai Film Festival Winners  PS GRAND BALLROOM

ANNOUNCEMENTS / REMARKS
Christine Baker, Advisory Committee Member, International School of Kuala Lumpur

Introduction of Speaker:  Dick Krajczar, EARCOS Executive Director

           Sponsored by

8:30 - 9:15      PS GRAND BALLROOM

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: KIM PHUC PHAN THI

Known as the “napalm girl,” or simply as “the girl in the picture”, Phan Thi Kim Phuc is the nine-year-old 
Vietnamese girl depicted in photographer Nick Ut’s iconic Pulitzer Prize-winning photo, shot after a U.S. 
led napalm bombing of Kim’s village during the Vietnam War on June 8, 1972. Severely burned by the 
napalm, Phuc’s agony so moved Ut that he took her to the nearest hospital. She was not expected to 
survive but she eventually recovered over 14 months and with 17 surgeries. Kim is married to Bui Huy 
Toan, and they have two sons, Thomas and Stephen. They sought political asylum in Canada and are now 
Canadian citizens. In 1997, Kim set up The Kim Foundation International to help child victims of war. She 
is a lifetime UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador for the Culture of Peace and travels the world sharing her 

inspiring message of love and forgiveness. 

Keynote Title:  Life Lessons 
Kim Phuc’s inspiring journey in her own words. Lessons learned from her ordeal and her amazing survival; her inner struggles, 
how she learned to forgive and came to see the famous photograph as a powerful way to spread a message of peace and love.

9:15 - 9:45
TEA / COFFEE BREAK    PS Foyer of Function Room, Ballroom Foyer & 

MS Foyer of Meeting Room

Sponsored by Accrediting Commission for Schools, WASC
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SESSION 1
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  09:45 - 11:00    ROOM

CARLA ABRAMS       Counseling  PS Function Room II
A Look At Narrative Therapy Ideas
Narrative therapy is a respectful, non-blaming approach to counselling which centres people as the experts in their own lives. Our lives are multi-storied 
- commonly when people see a counselor it is because a particular “problem” story has become dominant. The narrative practitioner views problems as 
separate from people as it assumes people have skills, competencies, beliefs, values, commitments and abilities that will help them shift their relationship 
with the problem story. Narrative counseling offers a way to change stories by moving from “problem” stories to alternative and preferred stories of action 
and identity. In this workshop you will explore and practice ideas that shape the narrative ways of working.  

PAUL ANDERSEN       Science  PS Function Room IX
Play and Learn 
Paul Andersen turned his science class into a videogame four years ago. Students played the game with avatars, accrued points through challenges, and 
tracked their current levels on a classroom leaderboard. In this workshop Paul will explain what worked, what didn’t, and how his classroom evolved over 
time. 

JESSICA BALLI AND PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math  PS Function Room VI
Writing and Mathematics: It Can be Done! 
Mathematics is more than solving equations, calculating averages, and converting fractions to decimals. It is a subject that can encourage argumentation, 
model the real world, and allow students to communicate their thinking and reasoning. When we balance our approach to mathematics with procedural 
fluency, conceptual understanding, and applications, we make room for writing in mathematics. In this session we will share strategies for students to write 
mathematical arguments, revise their writing to encourage a growth mind-set, and provide feedback to each other to promote a culture of learning from 
their peers, not just the teacher. 

WAKA BROWN       Social Studies MS Meeting Room I
Divided Memories: Comparing History Textbooks
The Divided Memories project was begun at Stanford University in 2007 to compare prevalent history textbooks from five Pacific Rim societies: China, Japan, 
South Korea, Taiwan, and the United States. In this session, we will explore Stanford’s Divided Memories project and demonstrate its associated curricular 
materials and classroom activities.  

LYNNE COLEMAN     General Education   PS Ballroom I
Assessment: Putting Learning Into Action that is Useful
Making and doing in the real world involves learning, experimenting and trying out new learning to see what works best. It is iterative and generative. It can 
be be academically rigorous. Formative assessment works similarly - at least it should. And it can if the summative assessment allows for several right ways 
to meet a real-world challenge. Participants will construct a summative assessment with formative assessments that lead to the summative assessment. 

CRAIG GABLER       Science  PS Function Room I
Understanding the 3 Dimensions of the Next Generation Science Standards 
Participants will gain an overview of the structure of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and how to leverage these standards for improved 
student engagement and conceptual understanding. Participants will in and analyze a science learning activity to identify the 3 Dimensions of NGSS and 
how these apply to best practices in science instruction.

TIM GERRISH OBE      Counseling MS Meeting Room V
Child Safeguarding - What You Need To Know
Identify the different types of child abuse and the effects these have on children’s lives. - Recognise signs and symptoms. - What makes a safer school - 
Identify the key steps that you can take to protect children in your school - Consider some of the online vulnerabilities children might face when using 
modern technology.

JOSEPH GREENAWALT     Computer Science  MS - First Floor - Orchid Room
Impact of Computing 
This interactive session will provide an overview of the content and assessments of the AP Computer Science Principles (CSP) course and assessments. The 
AP Computer Science Principles course is designed to be equivalent to a first-semester introductory college computing course. In this course, students will 
develop computational thinking vital for success across all disciplines, such as using computational tools to analyze and study data and working with large 
data sets to analyze, visualize, and draw conclusions from trends. In the session, participants will experience a variety of activities to illustrate the course 
contents and address essential questions of computer science. Participants will examine sample performance tasks and discuss how the performance tasks 
accomplish the course goals and how they are assessed and how they promote student understanding of the impact of computing. 

JULIE HARRIS-STERN  All Disciplines, Secondary with Humanities Lesson Demonstrations MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Inquiry-Based Humanities Lesson Demonstration for High School 
Come and experience what an inquiry-based humanities classroom feels like - one that fosters deep, conceptual understanding and builds the type of 
thinking and big ideas that allow students to transfer their learning to new, complex situations. 
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SESSION 1
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  09:45 - 11:00    ROOM

SUE HARVEY       AP Calculus  MS Meeting Room X 
Rich Projects: Exploiting a Problem for Increasing Levels of Mathematical Sophistication
Some problems in mathematics provide rich opportunities for students to make connections, apply learning, and build new understandings that stick. In this 
session, participants will explore a set of problems that can be scaffolded throughout the high school curriculum, from beginning Algebra through Calculus, 
and tackled with increasing levels of sophistication. The end result at each stage culminates in the creation of a project used for assessment, appropriate to 
the stage of mathematical development of the learner. Themes of recent efforts in transforming our approaches to teaching and learning - project-based 
learning, backwards design, standards-based assessment, student engagement, to name a few - will be interwoven as we explore these problem scenarios. 

STEFANIE LAMB       Social Studies MS Meeting Room IV
Teaching About China’s Cultural Revolution
The Cultural Revolution in China (1966-1976) was a decade of enormous change and upheaval with a lasting impact on the country, its citizens, and the 
world. This presentation engages participants in hands-on activities to teach about the social, cultural, educational, political, and economic changes in China 
during this era. 

STEVEN MONEY       Service Learning  PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
The Transformational Power of Experiential Learning
In this workshop we will review the “who, what, where, why, and how” of powerful learning and changes that occur in experiential learning, and we will 
share stories that exemplify this. 

KAITLYN PETTINGA     Counseling  PS Function Room IV
Working with Adolescents: Developing Grit and Resilience through Purpose Driven Action Projects 
In this workshop, participants will briefly explore current research on adolescent brain development and discuss its implications for students. Participants 
will look at and discuss how their own schools are meeting the social emotional needs of adolescents through their current programs and curriculum. They 
will learn about and view multiple examples of project based learning aimed at developing grit and resilience in students through purpose driven action. 
Participants will also work together to brainstorm their own purpose driven action projects on grade, content, section, or school wide levels. Project ideas 
will be shared and opportunities for collaboration discussed. Resources for beginning and sustaining projects as well as the notes on adolescence brain 
research will be provided. 

KIM PHUC PHAN THI     Service Learning PS Ballroom II & III
Behind the Kim Foundation International Image
Kim explains the meaning behind this illustration, which merges Nick Ut’s famous 1972 image with a photograph taken in 1975 by Anne Bayin, of Kim with 
her infant son Thomas. 

MARY RYAN       Math  PS Function Room VII 
Tools and Strategies for Differentiating Mathematics Instruction 
Wondering how to best meet the needs of all math students? This workshop will introduce educators to strategies for differentiating mathematics instruc-
tion. Participants will learn how to meet student needs through high-end engaging tasks and implementing differentiation strategies such as flexible grouping, 
questioning, and compacting.

LOGAN SMALLEY       TED Education MS Meeting Room III
How to Use TED-Ed In Your Classroom and School 
TED-Ed’s youth and education initiative, TED-Ed, is currently being used to spark and celebrate the ideas of over 100 million teachers and students around 
the world. In this workshop, attendees will learn how they can incorporate TED-Ed’s award-winning website, content, and programs into their classrooms 
and schools. 

LEANN STANHOPE     Action Research  PS Function Room VIII
An Action Research Project on the Effect of Agile Furniture on Student Engagement
This presentation will outline the journey and the findings of an EARCOS Action Research project beginning in August to create a prototype High School 
classroom that addresses the needs of the 21st century learner in a small physical space. The research began as an endeavor to answer the question, “Does 
the flexibility of learner spaces in the classroom through the use of agile furniture increase student engagement?” The project has been a journey to enhance 
student learning by rethinking the requirements of learning spaces to accommodate more collaboration, encourage more creativity, to integrate technology 
in a more intuitive way and to really explore environments that engage students to think and learn in more optimal ways. 

JAMES TANTON       Math PS Function Room X
How to Think Brilliantly and Creatively in Mathematics 
How do we model and practice uncluttered thinking and joyous doing in the classroom? How do we encourage deep understanding over rote practice 
and memorization, and develop the art of successful innovation? Let’s see how upper school mathematical content really is a vehicle for ingenuity and joy. 

11:0011:15 TRAVEL TIME

“Connecting Global Minds.”  13
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SESSION 2 Teacher Workshops
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  11:15-12:30     ROOM

AARON ALLEN       K-12 General Education  PS Function Room I
Target Audience: Administrators and K-12 Teachers
A School-Wide Framework for Implementing Data-Driven Instruction
Discover the proven framework for taking data-driven instruction to the next level. Uncover the details of developing assessments, the process of analyzing 
the results, the accountability of creating action plans, and the method of reassessment. Find out how this process personalizes learning, improves differentia-
tion, and elicits the conversations needed to improve your team and school while still having a 100% approval rating from teachers. 

MICHAEL BALDWIN     K-12 Science  PS Function Room IX
Target Audience: K-12 Teachers
Questioning Strategies to Encourage Student Thinking in Science and Other Subjects
This workshop focuses on developing questioning strategies to guide and foster productive group interactions. We will learn the types of questions and 
combinations of questions that promote student thinking and facilitate classroom discussion leading to content acquisition. We will also develop skills in 
fielding and sequencing questions as well as utilizing student responses to increase students learning and interest. 

ERIC BURNETT       MS/HS Humanites/ Technology MS - First Floor - Orchid Room
Target Audience: MS and HS Social Studies/Humanities Teachers
Using GoogleDocs to Teach Speaking and Writing in the Social Studies/Humanities Classroom
This session will explore how Middle School and High School Teachers can use GoogleDocs to teach students to actively and thoughtfully engage in 
classroom discussions (small and large), and also how to write organized, detailed expository pieces. Strategies will be shared for how to track student 
performance and also differentiate for different skill levels. 

JUDYE BYRUM       MS General Education  PS Ballroom II & III
Target Audience: Middle School and General Education Teachers
Get Up & Move 
Research has shown that taking a few minutes for well orchestrated movement enhances student focus and concentration. These are ideas learned from 
Loucks & Loucks, Serious Fun: Practical Strategies to Motivate and Engage Students (ASCD Conference, 2015 and activities from Minute To Win It). Middle 
school students become disengaged in learning after sitting for over 40- 45 minutes. The idea is to re-engage pupils by taking 5-10 minutes of class to par-
ticipate in something that involves moving around and interacting with classmates. These exercises are just a few we use to keep students actively engaged 
and motivated while promoting higher level thinking skills and stimulating creativity. 

ROSEMARY BOARDMAN     K-12 Science  MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Target Audience: All Science Teachers
Modeling in the Science Classroom 
Gain a working knowledge of how to use modeling in the science classroom as a tool for developing student understanding of complex scientific concepts. 
We will see examples of how modeling is used at different levels and disciplines coupled with my experience in the classroom. 

CHRIS CAPADONA / NEL CAPADONA   MS/HS Humanities  MS Ballroom II
Target Audience: 4-12 Social Studies Teachers
ELL Crosswalks- Targeting Historical Literacy in the ELL Classroom
Missing Connectors, abstractions, passive voice, hidden agency, the language of the history textbook is challenging. Imagine how challenging reading in history 
is for our ELL students! This presentation will guide participants through the common obstacles found in history text,s while providing practical, accessible 
strategies to help our ELLs think historically without ‘dumbing down’ the content. 

NICHOLAS CHRISTEN     K-12 Humanities  PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Target Audience: Elementary, Middle and High School Teachers
Hands-on History 
This workshop covers a variety of hands-on projects to teach, reinforce, and assess historical topics and themes through easy-to-use ideas and simple 
materials. Where possible, it uses authentic cultural practices appropriate to the setting.

SUJI DEHART       MS/HS Service Learning  MS Meeting Room V
Target Audience: Grade 5-12 Teachers
Library and Literacy Service Trips- Lessons Learned 
Suji has traveled to Bali with three trips (G5, G9, Gll) to serve Bali Children’s Project by building a library and providing related literacy materials and training. 
Sharing what she has learned from her mistakes, she’d like to open a discussion about how or whether “voluntourism” can be effective. 

DENNIS GRICE AND JAN AUSTIN    K-12 S.T.E.M. / Assessment  PS Function Room X
Target Audience: ES, MS and HS Teachers
6 Ways to Show What You Know 
Testing isn’t the only way to assess students. Learn practical, concrete ways to give students ownership of their own learning and allow them to use their 
creativity to make something to ‘show what they know.’ 
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SESSION 2 Teacher Workshops
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  11:15-12:30     ROOM

SHAWNA HAMPTON-RIDDLE    MS/HS S.T.E.M.  MS Meeting Room IV
Target Audience: Middle School/High School Teachers
How Do We Know? Making Scientific Arguments with C-E-R (Claims-Evidence-Reasoning)
In an age of misinformation and pseudoscience, how do we know scientific claims are valid? This workshop will briefly introduce the C-E-R (Claims 
Evidence-Reasoning) model, apply it through a classroom activity appropriate for middle school and advanced high school levels, and provide additional 
examples on how you might implement C-E-R in your classroom. 

SUE HARVEY       Math  PS Function Room IV
Target Audience: HS Teachers
Mathematical Thinking: Delving Deeply in Order to Go Beyond 
In an effort to “cover the curriculum,” as teachers we sometimes put mathematical thinking and understanding on the back burner while we strive for our 
students to acquire whatever skills are necessary for them to progress to the next level of the mathematics curriculum. Beginning with a few basic concepts 
from geometry, this session will provide an opportunity to experience mathematics the way we hope our students do -by investigating, problem-solving, 
and problem-posing to find what connections and surprises emerge along the way.  

RICHARD HUNT       K-12 First Aid Experience Learn     PS Function Room VI
Target Audience: All Teachers
Emergency First Aid 
Accidents unfortunately can happen. With fast and effective First Aid, you can offer immediate help when it’s most needed, buying the casualty time before 
emergency medical professionals arrive. Through attending this workshop you will learn skills that can save someone’s life. 

JASON KAISER       K-12 Technology  PS Ballroom I
Target Audience: All Teachers
No Magic, No Silver Bullets 
Educators are constantly searching for the elusive Silver Bullet of classroom instruction, but no such magic really exists. BUT, there is a host of practical, 
usable educational technology strategies and tools that can transform a traditional classroom into an inquiry driven, creative, innovative, exciting learning 
environment. This session will introduce a wide variety of these tools, ranging from MinecraftEDU to ThingLink to Adobe Voice, and more, for transformative 
implementation in the classroom.

MICHELLE LOVETT     K-12 General Education  PS Function Room II
Target Audience: K-12 Teachers
Reflecting in Action: Looking backwards to go forwards  
Dewey notes, ‘We do not learn from experience... we learn from reflecting on experience’. Focused and thoughtful reflection is an essential process within 
Arts disciplines. Using Visible Thinking Routines and by applying reflection approaches to learning and teaching, find ways to engage your classroom and per-
sonal pedagogic reflection to enhance teacher and student experiences, retain discoveries and apply learning to other contexts. 

ANNABEL MABUNAY     MS/HS S.T.E.M.  MS Meeting Room II
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Student-Designed Building: An Integration of Architectural, Engineering, and Technical Applications
This session will present a performance-based assessment used in Grade 10 STEM class and will showcase two to three student-designed buildings us-
ing 3D prototypes, sketch-up designs, PowerPoint presentations, and documentations as outputs of students. This workshop is for teachers whose goal is 
to integrate math, science and IT skills in their classroom and to motivate students to demonstrate transdisciplinary skills needed in real life for an ever-
demanding and changing world of the 21st century. 

ALEKSA MOSS       ES General Education  MS Ballroom I
Target Audience: Nursery- 2nd Grade Teachers
Interactive Displays: Student Driven Learning 
This workshop is intended to foster the development on meaningful, interactive displays for early learners. Maximizing teaching space, student driven learn-
ing, and engagement will all be part of the workshop. 

TRENT PEABODY / GREG EDWARDS   ES/MS Math  MS Meeting Room X
Target Audience: 5-12 math Teachers
Innovative, Authentic, and Effective Math Assessment Practices and Reporting for Learning
This workshop’s aim is to collaboratively share novel strategies for assessing students mathematical understandings. Rubrics and other measurement tools 
for formative and summative assessment will be showcased. How students give and receive feedback via efficient uses of technology will also be provided. 
Expect to share your practice, thoughts, strategies and ideas to further the group’s repertoire of ways to meaningfully impact student’s mathematical un-
derstandings.
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SESSION 2 Teacher Workshops
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  11:15-12:30     ROOM

BILL RAGO       General Education  PS Function Room VII
Target Audience: Secondary Teachers
Building Language in the Content Classroom 
One of the many challenges teachers face, specifically in Asia, is the large number of non-native English speakers in their classrooms. This workshop will 
provide teachers with techniques they can use to engage non-native speakers and promote language building opportunities in mainstream classrooms. 
Following some statistics on local students in international schools, several techniques will be demonstrated. Audience members will also get a chance to 
utilise some of the techniques on their own as well. 

ERIC SCHOONARD / MARK CROWELL   K-12 Math    PS Function Room VIII
Target Audience: Upper ES/MS/HS Teachers
Step Into the Lab: Gamification, Differentiation, and Documentation, Oh, My!
In this presentation participants will learn ways to use a customizable online gamification system to differentiate learning, promote and document students’ 
“soft skills,” and add fun along the way. The example of our own classrooms’ experience will be shared, and participants will collaborate to brainstorm ways 
to use this system in their own content area. Participants will use the system to progress through the workshop contents.  

MERRISS SHENSTONE /  YA YUN SU    MS/HS General Education   MS Meeting Room VI
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Teaching Vocabulary Matters 
Students from international schools may not have many opportunities to hear or use academic and subject specific language in English. This could affect 
their ability to think on an abstract level and express their understanding . This workshop looks at the importance of academic language and ways to help 
students understand and use it. 

ROY TOMLINSON       MS/HS Math  MS Meeting Room III
Target Audience: MS / HS / General Teachers
When Statistics is Life and Death - How Stats Beat Cancer 
Faced with a choice of cancer treatments, your presenter’s decision cames down to one thing- statistics. We will take you on a journey through a published 
report from the New England Journal of Medicine, which any student of statistics will be able to understand. We’ll talk about the importance of statistical 
literacy, probability, inference and more. I will provide some ready-made lessons on data analysis and linear regression that you can use in middle schoo or 
high school. 

WESLEY WHITEHEAD / JUDITH LARUE   MS/HS Science  MS Meeting Room I
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Integrating Art and Science : A Collaborative Approach to Interdisciplinary Teaching
The workshop will highlight the interdisciplinary approaches to teaching photosynthesis in science and leaf printing and paper quilling in art. The use of 
microscopic images to produce art will also be examined. 

12:30-13:45 LUNCH     MS - Lunch venue at Five Sails Restaurant 
PS - Lunch venue at Café Boleh Restaurant

PS First Floor Hibiscus Room

Dear EARCOS Community Members,

We would like to take this opportunity to say thank you for all the support we have received from so 
many members of EARCOS and international school teachers across the globe. We feel fortunate to 
be part of such a strong and caring community.  Throughout this ordeal we have been determined to 
remain positive and hopeful that truth and justice will prevail. Your messages of support have given us 
the strength to continue our fight. Your actions have served as an example, to all of our students, of the 
importance of integrity, kindness and indomitable spirit. This situation has afforded us the opportunity 
for reflection and it is our belief that the work of teachers is of the utmost importance to society. Your 
acts of compassion and camaraderie only further reinforce this belief.

We would like to acknowledge the support and assistance we have and continue to receive from the 
Canadian Embassy in Jakarta and Global Affairs in Ottawa. If you are wondering how you can help 
you can reach out to the Canadian Government to express your concern and support for our case. 
Every correspondence is added to our file which strengthens the government’s resolve to ensure a 
timely and appropriate conclusion to this situation. Contact information can be found on our website. 
freeneilandferdi.org

Tracy and Neil Bantleman
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SESSION 3
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  13:45 - 15:15    ROOM

JANE ALTEMEN      Science  PS Function Room IX
How to Invite Students to Inquire Into Science K to 12 
Science is organized curiosity. Curious kids ask questions. With this in mind we teachers must present students with opportunities to be curious. Participants 
take away a dozen adaptable ways we can invite students to inquire into science. There will opportunity to stand up and play with the provocations since 
to present a provocation with flourish, you want to have mastered Jane’s’ slight of hand’ tricks 

JENNIFER CHANG-WATHALL    Math/Science   MS Meeting Room I
Concept-Based Curriculum in Mathematics and Science 
This interactive workshop will look at an overview of the Structures of Knowledge and Process and how to craft generalizations (statements of conceptual 
understanding) for the disciplines of mathematics and science. Participants will be immersed in social constructivist environment and partake in highly 
engaging learning experiences.

DAN CHASSAGNE     Science  PS Function Room IV
Making the Practices Practical
This workshop will focus on two of the NGSS practices, developing and using models, and designing solutions. This workshop will use demonstrations and 
an inquiry approach to elicit conceptual thinking about model making. Participants will also engage in a hands-on lesson to design solutions to an engineering 
problem. Participants will come away with a clear understanding of these two practices and how to use them in the classroom.

KIM COFINO      General Education   MS Meeting Room III
The Power of Audience 
Students spend lots of time on social media: watching, commenting, sharing, and creating. Often, we tend to view this as “wasted time”, but in looking closer 
at the skills, habits and dispositions it takes to be a successful creator in social media spaces, we can see that this is a great space for learning.

KATE DORÉ / KATE LANE     General Education  MS Meeting Room II
Leading Change: Diffusing Innovation for a Flourishing and Sustainable World
How do we get a great idea to come alive and make a positive impact? Utilizing an exciting simulation called ‘AMOEBA’ developed by sustainability change 
agent, Alan AtKisson, we will identify the different roles we play in diffusing innovation and develop strategies for ensuring the innovation reaches the take 
off point. 

HENRY EVANS      Science  PS Ballroom II & III
From University To The South Pole And Beyond 
This session will cover the Antarctica skiing expedition, the training, the national selection process, as well as setting up Magnificent Ocean and communicat-
ing science to students worldwide. Antarctica expedition equipment will be shown, such as clothing, masks, food and a penguin costume. Expedition video 
footage will also be played. 

AMANDA FISCHER / FAITH RO    Counseling  PS Function Room I
Supporting Teachers from a Positive Discipline Perspective 
This interactive presentation will provide counselors and teachers with a framework to view student misbehavior as well as a process to follow to solve 
nagging classroom problems. counselors and  teachers “grow their toolbox” for effective responses and often feel encouraged and empowered by the 
process. The session will start with a brief overview of Positive Discipline and the four mistaken goals of misbehavior and then move into the problem-solving 
process. 

TIM GERRISH OBE      Counseling  MS Meeting Room V
Disclosure from Children - Managing the Moment 
Different types of disclosure from children - Practical scenarios - Barriers for children in reporting abuse - Barriers to listening for adults - How to manage 
the moment a child wants to tell you about their abuse. - Do’s and Don’ts in managing the moment 

JOSEPH GREENAWALT     Computer Science  MS First Floor - Orchid Room
Computer Science Principles - the Internet and Impact 
This interactive session is an introduction of the Computer Science Principles course for teachers of any discipline. No computer science background is 
required of participants. The course was developed to go beyond the study of machines and systems and instead to highlight the impacts of computing. 
Similarly, this session focuses on two of the big ideas central to the course, Data and the Internet, examining how these ideas have impacted students and 
how their impacts stem from computing. In this session, participants experience activities as they might be presented to students to see how the internet 
functions, how the data it transmits is threatened, and how trust and security are provided. 

JULIE HARRIS-STERN     All Disciplines MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Tools for Teaching Conceptual Understanding in the Secondary Classroom
This workshop provides practical tools for designing lesson plans and formative assessments that build deep, conceptual understanding. Learn how to set 
up an idea-centered classroom with concrete strategies to engage students’ intellect and help them to transfer their understanding to real-world, complex 
situations. 
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SESSION 3
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017  13:45 - 15:15    ROOM

JENNIFER KOLTUTSKY     MS Humanities   PS Function Room VI
Getting to know the C3 Framework in MS Social Studies 
This workshop is designed for middle school social studies teachers who are interested in learning more about the C3 Framework, how it has been adopted 
at Singapore American School, and various ways to implement inquiry based learning into classroom practice. An explantation of the C3 Framework will be 
provided as well as some useful resources. The presenter will describe her experience as a Social Studies teacher and PLC leader learning how to integrate 
the dimensions of the C3 Framework into her G6 SS curriculum. Examples of various ways to implement inquiry-based learning into a Social Studies class-
room will be provided. 

STEFANIE LAMB      Social Studies/Humanities  MS Meeting Room IV
 Japanese Arts of the Edo Period
During the Edo Period in Japan, peace and stability helped facilitate a renaissance in the arts, and art became more accessible to all classes of people. Par-
ticipants will view images of art and become familiar with some of the economic, political, and social forces that influenced Edo Period arts.

RON LANCASTER      Math  PS Function Room X
Posing Powerful Questions by Exploring World Flags 
When you investigate the flags of nations, you discover that mathematics is an integral part of the design and construction of these flags. This session will 
allow teachers to see how high-quality, contextualized mathematics tasks are formed using these flags. Come and write more tasks of your own! 

AMANDINE LECESNE     Counseling  PS Function Room II
Bounce Back from Set Backs 
Introducing seven useful and effective skills to help students and teachers break free from toxic stress and become better able to bounce back from set 
backs. Our discussion will include Cognitive Behavior Therapy techniques, massage therapy, safe-place techniques, shielding techniques, re-parenting, and 
more! These are great techniques for ourselves as adults or to help teach our students to use. 

KARIM MEDICO LETWINSKY    Math   PS Function Room VII
Hands on Learning and Developing Conceptual Understandings in Mathematics
The world today needs critical thinkers and problem solvers, and math class is the perfect place to cultivate these abilities. This workshop will demonstrate 
the difference between merely calculating mathematics and creating deep conceptual understandings. Strategies to develop the power of thinking, rather 
than merely answering, will be shared.  

STEVEN MONEY      Service Learning  PS Ballroom I 
Get off Facebook and get into peoples’ faces! (Thomas Friedman)
How can social media facilitate students into action and service in our local communities? We will explore ways and means of encouraging our students’ 
to find appropriate solutions to both local problems and global issues. 

KENNY PEAVY      General Education  MS Meeting Room VI
Adventure Learning: Basics of Program Design 
Whether your school does service projects, week without walls, cultural immersion or adventure programs you’ll need to know a few basics to get started 
or improve your current program. This workshop will cover program design, logistics, desired learning outcomes and experiences for students during Educa-
tion Outside The Classroom (EOTC) expeditions. 

TINA QUICK      TCK’s Transitions  PS Function Room VIII
International Parenting: How Global Mobility Affects Children 
Participants will come to understand: - how children are impacted by their highly mobile, cross-cultural childhoods, - how parents can help ease their child’s 
transition experience, and - and how they can help their children grow by leveraging the gifts and confronting the challenges of their mobility. 

MARTIN ROBINSON     Science/Math  PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Drumming Activities as Metaphors in Math and Science 
How can highly motivating drumming activities be adapted for use in math and science classrooms to engage students in metaphorical thinking about key 
concepts? Energize your classroom with strategies designed specifically for math and science teachers using percussion instruments, found sounds, and body 
percussion. 

15:15-15:30 TEA / COFFEE BREAK   PS Foyer of Function Room

    Ballroom Foyer & MS Foyer of Meeting Room

Sponsored by 
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JOB-ALIKES
THURSDAY | 30 MARCH 2017        ROOM

15:30-16:45 Kindergarten / Pre-school   NOEL MADRID VASQUEZ, The International School Yangon             PS Function Room II
Grade 1 & 2 (Primary)  MARY NEWBIGIN, UWCSEA - East Campus              PS Function Room II
Grade 3, 4 & 5 (Intermediate)  DAWN BREWS, Mont’Kiara International School              PS Function Room I
ES Counseling   MARISOL MARANAN, Brent International School Manila             MS Meeting Room II
MS Counseling   ROSEANA RICHARDS, Brent International School Manila             MS Meeting Room II
HS Counseling   MICHELLE CHOW-LIU, Western Academy of Beijing             MS Meeting Room I
ES/MS Science   ROSEMARY BOARDMAN, International School Beijing             MS Meeting Room III
     ALLISON WIZE, International School of Beijing
Science    BRIAN MONTGOMERY, Gyeonggi Suwon International School    PS 1st. Flr - Hibiscus Room 
MS Math    SHANNON DOEL, International School Ulaanbaatar             PS Function Room X
HS Math    JOHN WHALLEY, Brent International School Manila  PS Function Room IX
     ROY TOMLINSON, The American School in Japan
     PATRICK HILLMAN, International School Manila
Social Studies/Humanities  CHRISTOPHER CAPADONA, Chiang Mai International School          PS Function Room VII
Global Issues/Global Citizenship RONELDA CAPADONA, Chiang Mai International School                 PS Function Room IV
Technology   NATE GILDART, Seisen International School PS Function Room VIII
Service Learning   LAURA KAUFMAN, American International School Hong Kong           PS Function Room VI

18:30-20:30 CRAFTS FAIR / BAZAAR

  Welcome Reception   The Magellan Sutera Lobby
  
  
  Celebrating EARCOS Practitioner Presenters  

  “Just a reminder that evening social events are intended only for adults.  Thank you for your cooperation.”

  NAME TAGS are required at all conference sessions and social events. Please help us uphold this policy!

Supported by



Over 14,000+ resources covering all key learning areas

Products suitable for Early Years, Primary & High School

Experienced & supportive International Sales Team here to assist

Orders packed & labelled by class/year & shipped direct to school

Flexible freight options – air, sea, freight forward
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Second Day of Conference
At A Glance

07:30 - 17:00 Exhibits Open
08:30 - 16:30  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome Delegates
  Film Showing: Shanghai Film Festival Winners
  Announcements / Remarks
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speaker
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:15 Session 4
11:15 - 11:30  Travel Time
11:30 - 12:30  Session 5
12:30 - 13:30  Lunch
13:30 - 15:00  Session 6
15:00 - 15:30  Tea & Coffee Break
15:30 - 16:45  Session 7

PLACES TO VISIT IN KOTA KINABALU
Manukan Island is one of the five islands which make up the Tunku Abdul Rahman National Marine Park (along with Mamutik, 
Gaya, Sapi, and Sulug). On the island you can snorkel, swim, and parasail. 

Lok Kawi Wildlife Park - Just 15 minutes drive from the very small town of Lok Kawi. Lok Kawi Wildlife Park is one of the most 
interesting places to visit while in Borneo! This wildlife park is a conservation center for the endangered.

Poring Hot Spring - This tour brings you across the mountainous Crocker Range with its panoramic view of the countryside and 
soaring hills. Catch the magnificent sight of Mount Kinabalu, one of South East Asia’s highest peaks, along the journey.

Signal Hill Observatory - Along the same road to the Atkinson Clock Tower, the Signal Hill Observatory Platform has a great 
view of the east side of downtown KK. The view has a mix of old and modern buildings of KK and out to the ocean with islands. 
It is the main financial and shopping district of KK where the major banks and the attractions are located.

Tanjung Aru Beach - Tanjung Aru derives its name from the abundance of tall casuarinas (Aru) trees that grace the shoreline. The 
sunset is beyond words, so make sure you catch it. A great place to hang out with friends and family. Watch the sun go down as 
you sip coconut water and chow down on satay, chicken wings, or hawker-style noodles.

Canopy Walkway at Poring - A visit to the Kinabalu Park is not complete without a jaunt to Poring. situated 40km away from the 
Park HQ. A must-visit! Stroll amidst the canopy of the Menggaris tree—the King of the Forest. The walkway is 157.8m long and 
41m high; width is only a wooden plank size. For those who have an immense fear of heights, you might want to give this is a skip.

Klias River & Fireflies Kota Kinabalu - Situated approximately 120 kilometres south of Kota Kinabalu, the Klias River & Wetlands 
is a natural haven for animals and birdlife, with its most-famous resident being the weird-but-wonderful Proboscis monkeys.

Kinabalu Park - Kinabalu Park is Malaysia’s first World Heritage Site designated by UNESCO in December 2000.

White Water Rafting - For those keen on white water rafting, Padas River is an excellent place to go. Access to this river is only 
through the town of Beaufort, about 1 1/2 hrs drive from Kota Kinabalu.

Sapi island is another island of  Tunku Abdul Rahman Marine Park. Just like the other islands, the only transportation is by boat.
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Second Day of Conference
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017

7:30 - 17:00      PS BALLROOM FOYER

EXHIBITS OPEN     MS FOYER OF FUNCTION ROOM III

8:00 - 16:30
International School Leadership Program    MS MEETING ROOM VII
University of San Francisco / Washington State University

8:00-8:30
WELCOME DELEGATES    PS GRAND BALLROOM

Dick Krajczar, EARCOS Executive Director

FILM SHOWING: Shanghai Film Festival Winners  PS GRAND BALLROOM

ANNOUNCEMENTS / REMARKS   PS GRAND BALLROOM
Alicia Lewis, Advisory Committee Member, Shanghai American School

Introduction of Speaker: Bill Turner, Senior Associates, Search Associates 

Sponsored by

8:30 - 9:15      PS GRAND BALLROOM  
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: CHRISTOPHE GALFARD

Christophe has studied Advanced Mathematics and Theoretical Physics at Cambridge University, 
England, where he did his Ph.D. on Black holes and the Origin of our Universe under the supervision 
of renowned Professor Stephen Hawking. Praised for his ability to explain difficult ideas with simple 
words, Christophe has been, for the past few years, devoting his time to spreading scientific knowl-
edge to the general public. He has given public talks in front of more than 200,000 people, children 
and adults alike, throughout the world. He is a regular guest on TV and radio shows in France, where 
he is one of the most acclaimed popular science writer and speaker. Christophe has written many 

award-winning and popular science books for children about the Solar System and our Earth’s Climate. His first book,  
The Universe in Your Hand, is now an international best-seller translated into 16 languages.

Keynote Title:  A Journey to the End of the Visible Universe 
Starting from the Earth, we shall travel through the known and unknown universe to figure out what today’s vision of our 
reality is. We shall understand how stars and planets are formed and discover how it was understood that our universe, 
like everything else, actually has a history, leading to the idea that it may have started at some stage in our past. 

9:15 - 9:45
TEA / COFFEE BREAK    PS Foyer of Function Room 

Hibiscus Garden & Grand Ballroom 
Sponsored by   MS Foyer of Meeting Room, Rose Garden & Orchid Room
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SESSION 4
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   09:45 - 11:15     ROOM

PAUL ANDERSEN       S.T.E.M.  PS Function Room IX
Science and Engineering Practices 
Scientists answer questions about the observable universe through the process of inquiry. Engineers solve human problems through the process of design. 
Students should engage in both of these processes to improve instruction in the science classroom. In this workshop Paul Andersen will show you how 
to do this effectively.

JESSICA BALLI / PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math  PS Function Room VI
Tracking/Acceleration in MS Math: Pitfalls and Perils 
There are more pressures to accelerate in mathematics than any other subject. “If my child isn’t accelerated, they won’t get into the top colleges,” a phrase 
heard all too often, has serious implications. In this session we will discuss some of the pitfalls and perils associated with acceleration and tracking in math-
ematics. Colleges and universities are re-thinking college admissions, especially regarding mathematics preparation. The SAT has changed, and IB Diploma is 
in the process of revising their assessments. We will provide insights, and concrete strategies for improving mathematics teaching and programs and how 
to avoid some of the common pitfalls. 

LYNNE COLEMAN     General Education  PS Ballroom I
Building Service into Formative and Summative Assessments 
By their nature, project-based summative assessments and the formative assessments that lead toward them are ripe for service grounded in curriculum. 
Building from the work of  Wiggins and McTighe, participants will create a service-centered summative assessment with formative assessments that lead 
to it. All are welcome, though the workshop is most appropriate for classroom teachers of grades 6-10. 

KATE DORÉ / ROB NEWBERRY    Counseling  PS Function Room II
My Brain, My Body, My Narrative: A Scientific Approach for Supporting Students in Healthy Relationships 
How do we talk about sex with teenagers in a digital world? How do we start meaningful discussions about the interconnections in relationships with 
others, the world around us, and ourselves? How do we help students navigate the new digital landscape in the context of health and relationships?  In this 
workshop, we will focus on scientific research and supportive communities to deepen students understanding of their role and agency in personal health, 
close relationships...and how they can be affected by their online digital world. By looking inward using the scientific lens, we hope to empower students as 
they develop mature relationships with themselves and others. 

CRAIG GABLER       Science  PS Function Room I
Understanding the 3 Dimensions of the Next Generation Science Standards (Repeat) 
Participants will gain an overview of the structure of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and how to leverage these standards for improved 
student engagement and conceptual understanding. Participants will in and analyze a science learning activity to identify the 3 Dimensions of NGSS and 
how these apply to best practices in science instruction.

CHRISTOPHE GALFARD     Math  PS Ballroom II & III
Understanding Nature
As of today, mathematics is the best language mankind has ever found to describe Nature. Throughout this workshop, we’ll get a feeling of what the maths 
involved are, what they mean, and what their limits may be. No prior mathematical knowledge is needed, nor any mathematical skill. We will start from 
scratch. We’ll for instance figure out together how scientists link a language to particles and we’ll try, together again, to see how one can guess the existence 
of something previously unknown. The workshop is intended to be fun, and (reasonably) challenging at the same time. The aim is for the audience to get a 
feeling of the extraordinary and uncanny powers of mathematics. 

TIM GERRISH OBE      Counseling  MS Meeting Room V
Child Safeguarding - What You Need To Know. (Repeat of  Session 1) 
Identify the different types of child abuse and the effects these have on children’s lives. - Recognise signs and symptoms. - What makes a safer school - 
Identify the key steps that you can take to protect children in your school - Consider some of the online vulnerabilities children might face when using 
modern technology.
 
CYNTHIA GILBERT     Counseling  PS Function Room IV
Safe Schools for Gender Diverse Students 
Through this workshop participants will gain understanding to help them improve visible support, safety and protection for gender diverse students. You 
will gain knowledge of current terminology and an understanding of the global reality for this population of students. You will learn which evidence-based 
strategies help to ensure your school is supportive and welcoming for the LGTBQ community. 

STEFANIE LAMB       Social Studies/Humanities  MS Meeting Room IV
Japanese Arts of the Edo Period (Repeat) 
During the Edo Period in Japan, peace and stability helped facilitate a renaissance in the arts, and art became more accessible to all classes of people. Par-
ticipants will view images of art and become familiar with some of the economic, political, and social forces that influenced Edo Period arts.
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SESSION 4
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   09:45 - 11:15     ROOM

KARIM MEDICO LETWINSKY    Elementary Level  PS Function Room VII
Differentiation in Mathematics Class: Increasing the Success of ALL Students
This interactive workshop will explore strategies for differentiating mathematics lessons to meet learning needs. Teaching approaches will be explored so 
participants will leave with a framework for implementing differentiated experiences in their own classrooms. All students can learn mathematics, and this 
workshop will help teachers assure this belief.

TINA QUICK       TCK’s Transitions  MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Third Culture Kids: Supporting Students in Transition 
Participants will come to understand: - the context of how their TCK students’ functioning and learning might be affected by their regular mobility, - what 
they can do to help support their learning, and - what strategies they could introduce in the classroom to mitigate the negative impacts. 

MARTIN ROBINSON     Global Issues/Global Citizenship PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Connecting Global Minds through Drumming 
Drum circles are a powerful way to bring people together and encourage personal connection through group music making. Playing together requires 
listening, respect, and sensitivity. In this session for non-musicians, play in a drum circle and learn basic facilitator techniques to take back and lead this activity 
in your community. 

LOGAN SMALLEY       TED Education  MS Meeting Room III
Deep Dive: TED-Ed Clubs & TED-Ed Innovative Educators Programs
The mission of TED’s award-winning youth and education initiative, TED-Ed, is to spark and celebrate the ideas of teachers and students around the world. 
In this workshop, attendees will experience an abbreviated but authentic version of TED-Ed’s two core programs - TED-Ed Clubs & TED-Ed Innovative 
Educators. 

STEVE SOSTAK / AARON MONIZ    Global Issues/Global Citizenship            PS Function Room VIII
Occupy Middle School: Global Wealth Dynamic Workshop 
Following simulations into income and social structure, participants will collaborate with learner peers to construct differentiated mini-outputs for SMART 
solutions related to inequality. Project-based and inquiry-driven work will be the focus, facilitated through the Occupy Middle School Six “Global Citizenship 
Strands” while linking to disciplinary standards. Participants will end by engaging in a job-a-like mini-session on the strengths and challenges of the framework, 
as well as sharing critical feedback to help with our next steps. 

JAMES TANTON       Math   PS Function Room X
The Power of the Area Model 
The profoundly simple idea of drawing a rectangle unites so much of the mathematics from the K-12 curriculum: from the standard arithmetic algorithms 
to the work of polynomial algebra and solving quadratics, from infinite series to probability theory. Let’s see how uncluttered thinking penetrates so deeply 
in effective mathematics learning.  

JULIAN THORNBURY      K-12 Applied Neuroscience  MS Meeting Room I
Priming the Brain for Learning  
This session will provide several simple strategies and activities that help prime your students’ brains for learning through movements that activate both 
hemispheres of the brain. These movements can greatly improve student attentiveness, focus, and ability to retain information. Through the use of ‘Brain 
Breaks’ and ‘Primers’ your students will not only feel energized and alert, but will also be in a better state of mind to learn. 

11:15 - 11:30 TRAVEL TIME  

Supported by
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SESSION 5 Teacher Workshops
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   11:30 - 12:30     ROOM

YONG JUN CHUN     HS Math/Technology  PS Function Room VI
Target Audience: HS Math Teachers
Technology Use in High School Mathematics 
Various visualization programs such as Desmos and Geogebra and other programs for dynamic learning in the high school math classroom will be shared.  
Did you know that even the use of spreadsheets can be engaging if you use them well? Make connections with various topics and participants will collabo-
rate in groups to research/build resources.  Teachers will receive a practical list of applets, links and programs organized by topic for use in the classroom.

LYN CORNEILLE AND PRAISE MA    MS/HS Humanities        MS Meeting Room V
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Redesign Your Classroom: Connecting Design Thinking, Literacy, and Global Perspectives
Come redesign your classroom! Explore strategies for transforming your social sciences classroom into a Design Thinking environment. You will apply the 
full Design Thinking process - empathy, ideate, prototype, and test - to literacy, creating a ‘Maker Space’ that will inspire students to personally make global 
connections, build ideas, and innovate. Everyone is a designer!

MARK DOMINGUEZ     K-12 Math   MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Target Audience: ES, MS, and HS Math Teachers
Motivating Students in Math (and not with grades!) 
Most of the schools in our region have students who are overly focused on grades, so how can we get them to be more genuinely interested and motivated 
to understand math and learn how to use it in the real world? This workshop includes strategies and specific examples of how we can modify our math 
classes to increase student motivation and engagement.

BILL FILLBACH / STACEY JOHNSEN    MS Math Problem Solving       PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Target Audience: Lower and Middle School Math Teachers
Seeing the Way in Your Errors 
By middle school, many students develop a fear of failure in math and become less willing to take risks when approaching challenging, multi-step problems. 
This workshop shows powerful examples of teachers capitalizing on student “mistakes” and recommends shifts in instructional practice which will help 
“normalize” error in the classroom. Come with an open mind and leave with useful web resources, guidelines for creating your own open-ended questions, 
and a flow chart of possible questioning strategies to help jump start student conversations in math.

DONNA FROSE / DEBORAH WELLS-CLINTON  HS  Academic Research         MS Meeting Room II
Target Audience: Grades 9-12 Teachers
Academic Research in the Age of Google  
Most commonly used research tools were developed in the age of print books and indexes, and many teachers and students struggle to adapt them to a 
digital world. In our workshop, participants will formulate a modern vision of student academic research, will examine and experiment with digital tools for 
gathering, organizing and presenting information, and will share and evaluate sources for finding high quality information. 

SIMON FURMSTON / MARK TURNER / MICHELLE BENZING K-12 General Education     PS Function Room I
Target Audience: MS/HS Teacher
Creating a Large Scale Transdisciplinary Unit 
Creating an authentic transdisciplinary unit of inquiry which eliminates the boundaries between individual disciplines in order for students to explore a 
set of concepts. The example unit we will present was created by English, design, music, and art teachers, and it is about true collaboration and collective 
responsibility. The ‘Statement of Inquiry’ gives you a flavour of this; ‘Through inhabiting specialised roles in the process of film production, students will 
appreciate the intricate nature of collaboration on large scale projects.’ 

JASON GRAHAM       ES Service Learning   PS Function Room II
Target Audience: Elementary Teachers
Making Authentic Global Connections with your Class 
This workshop will look at how to start a global connection with your classroom through an inquiry lens. We will examine the pedagogy of making authen-
tic connections between classrooms (and educators) and examine a variety of engagements to enhance learning. We will also be introduced to various 
technologies that can assist in creating global connections and also strategies to get you started. 

RIA HENNIGAR / RITU BOHARA    ES Service Learning       MS Meeting Room IV
Target Audience: K-5 Teachers
But I’m Just a Kid! Changing the World through PBLs 
Little people can make a BIG impact in the world. In this session, participants will explore the process of taking classroom curriculum a step further through 
Project Based Learning (PBL) to integrate service learning with core objectives. This workshop will provide concrete examples of how the strands of the 
curriculum can be woven into meaningful service learning experiences for young children. Participants will walk away with a beginners toolkit for integrating 
service learning into PBL’s. 
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SESSION 5 Teacher Workshops
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   11:30 - 12:30     ROOM

DEBORAH SMITH JOHNSTON    MS/HS Humanities       PS Function Room VII
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Global Sensitivity: Discussion Strategies for Controversial Issues in World History
In the social studies classroom, controversial subjects inevitably arise. This workshop will provide three hands-on strategies that teachers could use in the 
discussion of Identity (Class, Race, and Gender), Politics, and Religion. An emphasis will be placed on the rewards and challenges of encouraging international 
students to engage in this type of discourse and on our role as international educators within host countries where sensitive topics might not be discussed 
as freely. 

HAMORN LAU       ES General Education      MS Meeting Room X
Target Audience: K - Grade 5 Teachers
Learning Vocabulary through Drama Games 
In this workshop, all teacher participants will act like “elementary students” and play drama games in order to acquire new word knowledge. Such active en-
gagement will let participants experience the fun of learning vocabulary through drama games, such as;  hot-seating; dramatize a short story; act out words;  
construct a “What-if ” world; and improvisation. Following each game is a group discussion about the rationale and educational value of the games. 

DAN LONG       General Education/Counseling   MS Ballroom I
Target Audience: K-12 Teachers
Cross Cultural Identity of “Local” Students Enrolled in International Schools
Presentation and discussion of research related to cross-cultural identity formation for “local” students who are enrolled in western-curriculum international 
schools. Challenges faced by “local” students and benefits of helping both students and parents better understand the unique identity that is formed through 
enrollment in the international school. 

GITANJALI PAUL       MS/HS Service Learning  PS Function Room IX
Target Audience: Secondary Teachers and Advisors
The Story of GINila: A Youth-Lead Network for Community Change
Since hosting the EARCOS GIN Conference in 2012, students at the International School Manila (ISM), supported by passionate peers around Manila, have 
built a youth-lead network determined to better understand and enable action on the global issues relevant and tangible in our community. The workshop 
will focus on how Global Issues Network Manila (GINila) and its annual city conference was started by students, fostered by advisors, and sustained by 
finding a common guiding philosophy and method. 

MARYJO RAWLEIGH     MS/HS Math Assessment    MS Meeting Room I
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Where’s My Grade? How to Help Students to Self-Assess 
Working with great tools, we will look at some assessment practices that lead students to improving their understanding of the process. By using my high 
school mathematics classroom practices to illustrate this, the workshop shows that this can be done in any type of course. 

SCOTT SEIPLE / ROBIN O’HARA    HS Science       PS Function Room IV
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Rethinking the Role of the Laboratory in the Science Classroom 
In the science classroom laboratory instruction is often separated from the course content. The content is presented and then lab work is used to confirm 
the concept that was introduced. This removes students from the true nature of experimentation which is to discover new information. In this workshop 
we will look at lab activities that encourage concept formation through experimentation and discuss ways teachers can develop these activities in their own 
classrooms. 

MARTIN SUAREZ       K-12 Science   PS Function Room X
Target Audience: All
I.T. (Inner Transformation) For Science 
On how mindfulness could be used to improve the learning of science: a practical approach, with no power points... yet powerful! 

SARAH SUTTER       MS/HS S.T.E.M.  PS Function Room VIII
Target Audience: Grade 6-12 Teachers
Design Tech on a Shoestring: Projects, Lessons & Learning Objectives on a Budget
Design technology, maker spaces, basic circuits, an intro to arduino ide, digital design and fabrication - these are all components of a hands-on, minds-on 
curriculum for today’s students. How can schools begin to implement these ideas without waiting for the budget to back the expensive machines that take 
these programs to the next level? I’ll share low-cost approaches to many of the learning objectives, design cycle concepts and entry level projects that can 
be done in any classroom setting with a minimal investment in materials, machines, or software. 
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SESSION 5 Teacher Workshops
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   11:30 - 12:30     ROOM

TRAVIS TEBO / SHANE WATSON    K-12 S.T.E.M.     MS Meeting Room III
Target Audience: K-12 Teachers
Effective Use of Models to Uncover and Develop Student Understanding
The process of modeling allows us to have a window into students’ minds, their current understanding, their misconceptions, and ultimately their concep-
tual framework. By having them make their thinking visible it allows us to question, challenge, encourage, and extend their conceptual development. This 
workshop was inspired by our work to integrate NGSS Practice #2 Developing and Using Models into our current practices. 

EMILY TURNER-WILLIAMS / BEN TURNER-WILLIAMS  ES Math          MS Meeting Room VI
Target Audience: K-5 Teachers
Integrating a Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (CPA) Approach into Elementary Math
This workshop is designed for teachers who are seeking to help their students maximize their mastery of different math skills and concepts. This presenta-
tion will focus on the benefits and effectiveness of differentiating using a concrete-pictorial-abstract approach, in elementary math. Teachers attending this 
presentation will have the opportunity to practice using the CPA approach to planning and see how it can benefit every student in your class.

12:30-13:30 LUNCH   MS - Lunch venue at Five Sails Restaurant
PS - Lunch venue at Café Boleh Restaurant
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SESSION 6
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   13:30 - 15:00     ROOM

JANE ALTEMEN       Science   PS Function Room IX
How to Explicitly Teach Scientific Thinking K to 12 
Science organizes curiosity using scientific thinking. With this in mind K-12* teachers must explicitly teach scientific thinking. Participants will take away 
dozens of activities where each teaches one aspect of scientific thinking. For the last 30 minutes we’ll stand up and play with some activities so teachers 
master them and feel ready to use them the next week. *Older students need these explicit thinking activities to consolidate their understanding of best 
summation and presentation protocols. Middle school students need these explicit thinking activities to consolidate their understanding of fair test design. 
Elementary students need these explicit thinking activities to learn a host of fundamental skills such as how to ask scientific vs unscientific questions and 
how to be good observer. 

JESSICA BALLI / PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math  PS Function Room VI
Assessments in Mathematics: What do You REALLY Know About Your Students?
Mathematics assessments are often multiple choice, low depth of knowledge, and only capture evidence of our students’ ability to memorize and correctly 
execute a procedure. But what do these assessments show us about their ability to problem solve, communicate their reasoning, and model with math-
ematics? During this session, we will share our experiences in writing and designing assessments that capture more diverse evidence of student thinking 
and understanding of mathematics. We will also discuss instructional implications connected to assessments of this type, and how you can modify your own 
assessments to gather evidence beyond student recall. 

WAKA BROWN       Social Studies/Humanities  MS Meeting Room IV
Chinese Dynasties: Middle School Activities 
Chinese civilization has endured for thousands of years, held fast by the notion of unity, and challenged by the constant struggle to maintain it. To understand 
this notion is to understand the very essence of Chinese civilization. In this workshop, activities to make this vast subject accessible will be explored. 

JENNIFER CHANG-WATHALL    S.T.E.M.   MS Meeting Room I
The Use of Technology to Foster Conceptual Understanding
The interactive workshop will look at two models for technology integration: TPACK and SAMR and some practical examples of digital tools to enhance 
learning in the classroom. Participants will need to have a laptop or smart phone to access materials and participate in this session. 

HENRY EVANS       Science   PS Ballroom II & III
Climate Change Science & Climate Literacy 
The scientific basics of climate change, common misconceptions and the importance of this being taught to students worldwide to improve climate literacy. 
The audience will take part in a survey and will be a part of a science education & climate literacy research project. Also discussing professional develop-
ment for teachers on climate change.

CRAIG GABLER       Science    MS Meeting Room II
Powerful Formative Assessment in Science
Participants will engage in examples of science formative assessments that uncover student thinking and provide opportunities for effective science instruc-
tion and engagement in the science and engineering practices.

TIM GERRISH OBE      Counseling  MS Meeting Room V
Disclosure from Children - Managing the Moment 
Different types of disclosure from children - Practical scenarios - Barriers for children in reporting abuse - Barriers to listening for adults - How to manage 
the moment a child wants to tell you about their abuse. - Do’s and Don’ts in managing the moment .

JULIE HARRIS-STERN     All Disciplines MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Designing Units that Explore Global Issues for the Elementary Classroom
This workshop offers powerful tools for planning interdisciplinary units that help young students grapple with real-world issues facing their generation. View 
sample units and plan your own so you can walk away with a practical tool to use immediately in your school. 

KAREN KILLEEN       Counseling    PS Function Room IV
Forest School: Supporting the Development of Social Skills 
Introducing Forest School methodology and how it impacts on the development of social and core skills. How it develops the child’s physiological needs and 
also links to the academic curriculum. A case study shows how this theory is put into practice within a Beijing context. It is the only primary Forest School 
in China. 

RON LANCASTER      Math   PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Rich, Mathematical Tasks with Multiple Solutions
Consider the benefits for students when they solve a problem using different ways of setting it up. Picture your students revisiting the same problem from 
one grade to the next using algebra, geometry & trigonometry & calculus; technology; physical models; color and even sound. Reflect on students’ awareness 
of their mathematical growth over time. 
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SESSION 6
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   13:30 - 15:00     ROOM

HEIDI LAWS / SUSAN RENAUD    Counseling        PS Function Room I
Educating the Whole Child: Counseling and Special Education perspective on Inclusive Classrooms
The workshop will look at current research surrounding Inclusion education in the secondary classroom in terms of benefits and challenges for teachers 
and students. Through a simulation activity, counselors and teachers will have a chance to see and strategize with peers how to best work with ALL levels of 
students in a classroom by delving into what does and doesn’t work with ‘different’ students. Some basic understandings about inclusion education include: 
Children learn to accept individual differences; Children develop new friendships; Inclusion improves learning for both classified and non-classified students; 
Inclusion can positively impact attitude of all involved; Inclusion promotes and increased liking of school and teachers; and The indicators of success that 
result when experiencing an inclusive classroom include: tolerance, acceptance, motivation, positive attitude, and fortitude.

ZANDER LYVERS       Action Research  PS Function Room VIII
Strengthening Literacy and Content Knowledge through Asynchronous Learning
How can humanities teachers strengthen students’ literacy skills and comprehension of content through asynchronous learning? Asynchronous learning is 
an approach where students move through assignments at their own pace with the help of both online platforms and personalized coaching from their 
teacher. During this presentation I will share the results of my EARCOS Action Research Project on teaching the War on Terrorism through asynchronous 
pacing. The goal of this workshop is for participants to create a prototype of an asynchronous unit for their own classroom. Participants: If possible to have 
a laptop/iPad so they can participate in the ‘window shopping’” protocol. 

KARIM MEDICO LETWINSKY    Math  PS Function Room VII
Beyond the Numbers: Understanding What Else Influences Students’ Mathematics Learning
In this workshop, participants will engage in activities and collaborative discussions to promote a deeper understanding of the influences that can either 
enhance or impede a students’ understanding of elementary mathematics. Teaching strategies to increase mathematics literacy, student self efficacy and 
decrease mathematics anxiety will be explored. 

STEVEN MONEY       Global Issues/Global Citizenship        PS Ballroom I
Global Citizenship - The Essential Attribute of a Twenty-First Century Student
We face the urgency of fostering global citizenship and international mindedness in our learning communities. What are the inherent and explicit respon-
sibilities in global citizenship? How can we embed and promote international mindedness in our classes? 

KENNY PEAVY       General Education   MS Meeting Room VI
Adventure Learning: Basics of Program Design 
Whether your school does service projects, week without walls, cultural immersion or adventure programs you’ll need to know a few basics to get started 
or improve your current program. This workshop will cover program design, logistics, desired learning outcomes & experiences for students during Educa-
tion Outside The Classroom (EOTC) expeditions.

MICHELLE POWNALL     Counseling    PS Function Room II
Three Critical Concepts when Counseling Korean Students
Korean culture is a world-wide phenomenon, from K-pop to dramas and even beauty products. Many international schools have a high percentage of 
Korean students. Counseling these students look a bit different than other cultures. This presentation will give you three things to keep in mind when 
counseling Korean students.

DAVID RYNNE       MS Digital Citizenship  PS Function Room X
Making Fakebook - Preparing for An Invasion of Privacy
Making Fakebook explores the issues of digital citizenship and social media and introduces a unique solution: a school-managed social media “sandbox” that 
replicates the features of Facebook. Participants will login, explore the site and learn how they can create a similar site for their school. The workshop also 
explores the critical issues of social media including how to help students understand the concept of a digital footprint and an exploration of frequently 
used social media apps. 

LOGAN SMALLEY       TED Education   MS Meeting Room III
How to Use TED-Ed In Your Classroom and School (Repeat)
TED-Ed’s youth and education initiative, TED-Ed, is currently being used to spark and celebrate the ideas of over 100 million teachers and students around 
the world. In this workshop, attendees will learn how they can incorporate TED-Ed’s award-winning website, content, and programs into their classrooms 
and schools.

15:00-15:30 TEA / COFFEE BREAK  PS Foyer of Function Room & Hibiscus Garden
Grand Ballroom & MS Foyer of Meeting Room

Rose Garden & Orchid Room
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SESSION 7
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   15:30 - 16:45     ROOM

JESSICA BALLI / PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math  PS Function Room VI
Making Middle School Mathematics Meaningful (Repeat) 
Our students are entering a more global and connected world than ever before in history. This is an incredibly exciting time in education and yet, middle 
school students continue to regard math as one of the least useful, unengaging and most pointless subjects in their school day. We will share and discuss 
concrete examples to help teachers and students embrace the value and beauty of mathematics in their world, making middle school mathematics a pow-
erful, meaningful part of their life-long learning.

WAKA BROWN       Social Studies/Humanities  MS Meeting Room IV
Whisper to a Roar: Case Studies in Building a Democracy 
The documentary film A Whisper to a Roar, shot over three years and finalized in July 2012, tells the stories of democracy activists in five countries-Egypt, 
Malaysia, Ukraine, Venezuela, and Zimbabwe-who risk everything to bring freedom to their people. This workshop explores activities that supplement issues 
from the film.

JENNIFER CHANG-WATHALL    S.T.E.M.  MS Meeting Room I
How to Engage Students Through Instructional Practice
This interactive workshop will cover eight instructional strategies to engage students and promote learning in any discipline area. Participants will be im-
mersed in social constructivist environment and partake in highly engaging learning experiences.

DAN CHASSAGNE     Science   PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
NGSS - Making the Practices Practical
The science and engineering practices from NGSS highlight the essential skills that all scientists rely on. In this workshop, we will focus on two of these 
practices, engaging in argument from evidence, and planning and carrying out investigations. Participants will engage in lessons using multimedia and hands-
on activities to make these practices accessible and engaging for students of all abilities.

KIM COFINO       S.T.E.M.  MS Meeting Room III
First Steps Towards Transforming Your Classroom
Transforming student learning through technology is an exciting, but challenging, goal for many teachers. We want to try new things in our classrooms, but 
often struggle to know where to start. This session will explore three key frameworks for successful integration of technology in a creative and innovative 
way without chasing after the latest fads.

LYNNE COLEMAN     General Education   PS Ballroom I
Formative Assessment: Soup or Salad
Most of life asks us to work formatively; most student experiences with assessment should be similar. Participants will identify learning to learn skills that 
need to be explicitly taught and mastered in order to succeed in light of common core standards or MYP objectives. To get from initial explicit teaching to 
mastery we find formative assessment practices that increase student access to success. Participants will build formative assessments based on learning to 
learn skills for standards from their subject area. (Source: Lance King, Common Core Standards and the IB Middle Years Program).

JENNY FRANCO MARSH     Counseling  PS Function Room IV
Proactive Counseling: An Intervention for Technology Usage for Schools and Families
Access to technology may have unintended risks on the social, emotional, and cognitive development of our students. Many of these risks remain unsup-
ported by school technology programs and need to be addressed. Such risks include unsafe and inappropriate internet exposure, cyberbullying, addiction, 
and family conflict. Concordia’s counselors and digital literacy instructional coaches have created a program to identify, address, and reduce the risks caused 
by students’ access to cyberspace. Many international schools have 1:1 laptop programs in order to meet 21st century & digital media literacy teaching skills. 
Come and learn how your school can also be prepared to respond to similar concerns!

JULIE HARRIS-STERN     All Disciplines MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Designing Units and Lessons for Real-World Transfer of Learning in Middle School
How do we engage middle school students to think deeply about real-world issues? Gain practical tools for designing units and lessons that allow students 
to unlock complex situations. Consider age appropriate strategies that you can implement immediately in your school.

SANDRA HILL       Counseling    PS Function Room IX
VIA Character Strengths: Helping Students Discover their Best
The VIA inventory of Strengths is a free psychological assessment designed to identify an individual’s profile of character. The psychometric has been thor-
oughly tested as valid and reliable. In this workshop, teachers will learn about the history of the Character Strengths and Virtues classification of positive hu-
man traits as well as how to implement a program in the middle years. They will be guided through a process of lessons and video to bring to the classroom 
. In addition, participants will be able to identify their own positive strengths and learn how to capitalize on them.

RON LANCASTER      Math    PS Function Room II
Mathematical Modeling in Abu Dhabi: Architecture, Design and Mathematics
Mathematical modeling can be done with buildings anywhere in the world. The focus of this session will be on mathematical models and activities related to 
astonishing buildings in Abu Dhabi, including one that responds to sunlight and another in the shape of a circle. The mathematical content from this session 
will involve linear and quadratic functions; algebra, geometry, trigonometry and the golden ratio.
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SESSION 7
FRIDAY | 31 MARCH 2017   15:30 - 16:45     ROOM

MARISOL MARANAN / ROSEANA RICHARDS   Counseling         PS Function Room I
Learning to Learn
Learning to Learn is a 60 minutes workshop to discover your student learning style. Remember, every kid learns differently.

KENNY PEAVY       Service Learning   MS Meeting Room VI
Making Service Learning Happen- A Practical Approach 
Do you or your students engage in service projects or service learning? Learn how to jumpstart your projects and engage your students for maximum 
benefit and the greatest impact on student learning,. Using Rockin’ 4 the Environment, GREEN Riders, GREEN Paddlers and Buy A Book, Support A Village as 
examples this workshop will explore the process of how to make your service projects come alive with project design, sponsorship, media, promotions 
and ensuring a successful project.

WESLEY PRZYBYLSKI     K-12 S.T.E.M. MS Meeting Room II
Re-Designing the Learning Experience
Empathize, Define, Ideate, ProtoType, and Test. These are the steps we will go through with some Google slide magic for a total design thinking experience. 
In this design thinking activity we be learning about the entire design thinking process while working with partners to develop innovations and problem 
solve at your institution.

MARY RYAN       Math    PS Function Room VII
Developing Mathematical Proficiencies through Problem Solving
Create a lively math classroom and develop resilient learners through challenging problem solving. See how the power of mathematical discourse develops 
concepts, reasoning, justification, and math vocabulary. Learn how to develop mathematical thinking with effective questions and experience hands-on activi-
ties that employ multiple strategies for problem solving.

STEVE SOSTAK / AARON MONIZ    Global Issues/Global Citizenship      PS Function Room VIII
Occupy Middle School: Embedding Global Citizenship
Finding space for meaningful global issues integration in classroom curriculum can be difficult due to pre-existing units, the lack of resources, support, or 
flexibility. Participants will first be introduced to a myriad of resources in six ‘Global Citizenship Strands’ to help embed citizenship into pre-existing units 
without losing connections to disciplinary standards. Next, participants will engage in a self-selected, small-group inquiry into one of the strands, ending in 
a community share of authentic ideas to inspire greater citizenship in classrooms and schools. 

JAMES TANTON       Math    PS Function Room X
Exploding Dots: K-12 Math United in One Astounding Fell Swoop! 
This topic is sweeping the globe and here it is for us to enjoy! See www.gdaymath.com for a sneak peek. Come with pencil and paper in hand, and possibly 
an extra pair of socks - this session will knock your first pair right off!

Thank you to Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
for sponsoring the conference pens!
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Third Day of Conference
At A Glance

06:00  Charity 5K Fun Run/Walk
07:30 - 15:00 Exhibits Open
08:00 - 20:00  International School Leadership Program - USF/WSU
08:00 - 08:30 Welcome Delegates
  Announcements / Remarks
08:30 - 09:15 Keynote Speakers
09:15 - 09:45 Coffee Break
09:45 - 11:15  Session 8
11:15 - 11:30  Travel Time
11:30 - 12:45  Session 9
12:45 - 13:45  Lunch
13:45 - 15:15  Session 10
17:00 - 18:00  Cocktail Reception for Exhibitors
18:00 - 20:30  Closing Reception for all Delegates

DISCOVERING SABAH
THE MOUNTAINS
The most dramatic feature of Sabah is the 4,095-metre mountain after which the capital city is named: Kinabalu. The tallest peak between the 
Himalayas and New Guinea, it dominates the landscape and legends of the Kadazandusun people, and is literally the high point of the 754 square-
kilometre Kinabalu Park. The importance of Kinabalu’s botanical diversity is such that the Park—which holds what one expert described as “one 
of the richest assemblages of plants in the world”—was declared a World Heritage Site (Malaysia’s first) by UNESCO in November 2000. Apart 
from being the most striking physical feature of Sabah, Mount Kinabalu is a magnet for the adventurous, who come to scale the highest mountain 
in this part of Southeast Asia.

Almost twice the height of the surrounding mountain range, Mount Kinabalu appears to be even higher that it is. As one early visitor put it: “it 
rises sheer and wonderful above a thousand hills … it is no wonder that natives hold it in veneration as the resting place of departed spirits and 
a dragon’s home.” The mountain exerts a magical quality that is difficult to define, changeless yet ever changing. At times, its brooding bulk seems 
almost malevolent, then as wisps of cloud catch on its granite peaks, the mountain plays like a beautiful woman peeping coyly from behind a veil. 
Suddenly, as the clouds are torn away by the wind, the summit reveals a mass of twisted pinnacles, like petrified flames leaping up into the sky.

THE RAIN FOREST
Entering a virgin rain forest is often an overwhelming experience, with life positively teeming on every level. Insects buzz and rasp and shrill, birds 
sing, frogs croak or boom, monkeys call, squirrels chatter, branches creak, and you can almost hear young shoots of the pants as they grow rapidly 
towards the light. Thanks to its tropical climate and lack of any marked dry season, Sabah’s forests are among the most richly varied rain forest in 
the world. From the forest floor (where thousands of insect are busy in the decaying leaves, fallen branches, and fungi), through the lower level 
of the forest (where lianas and palms and literally hundreds of other plants crowd each other in competition for the light), right up to the forest 
canopy where the trees can be more than 50 metres high, the rain forest is one of the most complex—and threatened—eco-systems in the 
world. The tallest forest trees, member of the dipterocarp family, are commercially very valuable as hardwood timber. Much of Sabah’s rain forest 
is being selectivity logged to provide an important source of income to the state. Many other areas have been protected in forest reserve, parks, 
and other conservation areas.

The flora and fauna of the rain forest depend largely upon altitude. The majority of Sabah’s forest is lowland rain forest, including areas such as 
Danum Valley, Sepilok Forest Reserve, Tabin Wildlife Reserve, and part of Kinabalu Park. From around 1,200 metres up to 2,000 metres, the forest 
is classified as lower montane and includes various oaks, conifers, and myrtles; this type of forest is found on the Crocker Range (and includes the 
Rafflesia Forst Reserve), in Kinabalu Park and in the remote Maliau Basin.

One of the most accessible areas of rain forest, apart from Kinabalu Park, is the Sepilok Forest Resserve, 43 square kilometres of superb lowland 
rain forest, located just 25 kilometres from Sandakan. Sepilok is famous for its orang-utan rehabilitation of one of the most remarkable creatures 
found in Sabah’s rain forest.

The orang-utan—a gentle, shy ape found only in Borneo and Sumatra—is highly endangered, partly owing to the loss of its forest habitat. Animals 
which have been kept captive, or which have been disturbed by logging activities, are brought to Sepilok to have their health monitored and to be 
taught the necessary skills for returning to the wild. 

Discovering Sabah by Wendy Hutton
Opus Publications, Kota Kinabalu, 2007
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Third Day of Conference
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017
06:00
Charity 5K Fun Run/Walk

7:30 - 15:00      PS BALLROOM FOYER

EXHIBITS OPEN     MS FOYER OF FUNCTION ROOM III

8:00 - 20:00
International School Leadership Program    MS MEETING ROOM VII
University of San Francisco / Washington State University

8:00 - 8:30
WELCOME DELEGATES    PS GRAND BALLROOM
Dick Krajczar, EARCOS Executive Director

ANNOUNCEMENTS / REMARKS
Peter Kimball, Advisory Committee Member,  Taipei American School

Introduction of Speaker: BK Gan, President , Taylor’s Schools  

     Sponsored by

8:30 - 9:15
KEYNOTE SPEAKERS: AARON TAIT AND KAITLIN TAIT

Aaron is the co-founder and Director of Innovation of Education Changemakers, and 
brings the radical thinking element to EC that helps us to stand out from other players 
in the global professional learning landscape. His ability to draw upon out of the box 
ideas and challenge education audiences to trial new concepts is globally recognised 
and is well illustrated in EC’s recently published book ‘Edupreneur: Unleashing Teacher led 
Innovation in Schools’ of which Aaron was the lead author.  Aaron draws upon lessons 
from a diverse career that has seen him serve for seven years as a decorated Australian 

military officer, run a secondary school for street-children in a Tanzanian slum, run an orphanage in Kenya, 
and graduate from three Masters degrees in strategy, international relations and development, with the third, from Cambridge 
University. Aaron is the co-founder and former CEO of Spark* International, and now the CIO of  YGAP, an organisation that 
has accelerated hundreds of high impact entrepreneurs across six countries who have dramatically changed the lives of hun-
dreds of thousands of people living in poverty in Africa and the Asia Pacific. Aaron has spoken with audiences including TED, Do 
Lectures, AITSL, Microsoft, ACEL, HSBC, AFL PWC and Sankalp.

Kaitlin brings a powerful combination of education and entrepreneurship experience to the EC facilitation team. The holder 
of a masters degree of international education, she has taught in schools across England, Australia and East Africa in both high 
and low SES contexts. As the co-founder of Spark* International, and the global General Manager of Impact for YGAP she has 
accelerated hundreds of impact entrepreneurs across Africa, Asia and Australia and overseen programmes that have changed 
the lives of hundreds of thousands of people living in poverty.  Additionally, as the founder of SHE Africa and the One Roof Plus 
Accelerator (exclusively for female entrepreneurs) she brings a particular strength to the EC team around female leadership. 
Kaitlin was named as the 2014 Australian social entrepreneur of the year by the Foundation for Young Australians.

Keynote Title:  Edupreneurs: Changing the World from the Classroom
Aaron and Kaitlin will share stories from their personal experiences as educators and entrepreneurs, taking the audience from 
warzones, to the Australian outback, and from African slums to the stages of the world’s largest education conferences. Be 
prepared to be inspired, challenged and supported as you work to unleash ideas that will change your school, and maybe even 
change the world.

9:15 - 9:45
TEA / COFFEE BREAK PS Foyer of Function Room, Ballroom Foyer & MS Foyer of Meeting Room

Sponsored by 
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SESSION 8
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   09:45 - 11:15    ROOM

PAUL ANDERSEN       S.T.E.M.  PS Function Room IX
Scientific Inquiry and Engineering Design 
Scientists answer questions about the observable universe through the process of inquiry. Engineers solve human problems through the process of design. 
Students should engage in both of these processes to improve instruction in the science classroom. In this workshop you will learn how to do this effectively.

JESSICA BALLI / PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math   PS Function Room VI
Making Middle School Mathematics Meaningful 
Our students are entering a more global and connected world than ever before in history. This is an incredibly exciting time in education and yet, middle 
school students continue to regard math as one of the least useful, unengaging and most pointless subjects in their school day. We will share and discuss 
concrete examples to help teachers and students embrace the value and beauty of mathematics in their world, making middle school mathematics a pow-
erful, meaningful part of their life-long learning.

JUSTIN BRINK / JULIE BRINK    MS/HS Technology  MS Meeting Room I
A Hyperdocs’ploration! Digital Workflow and Student Centered Learning with HYPERDOCS
In this session we will explore the use of multiple tools in the G Suite that can redefine how teachers provide student feedback and streamline their work-
flow. The exploration of these tools will happen utilizing a hyperdoc, a powerful tool that can put the student at the center of their learning. This session will 
utilize a hyperdoc to introduce useful tools for improving teacher workflow, which ultimately impacts student learning. Participants should be device ready in 
order to create, experiment and explore these digital tools. Additionally, if participants have a lesson/unit plan at the ready, this is helpful, but not necessary.

WAKA BROWN       Social Studies/Humanities MS Meeting Room IV
Religions and Philosophies in China: Confucianism, Daoism, and Buddhism
The study of China is not complete without exploration of the historical roots and practice of its three main religions and philosophies: Confucianism, 
Daoism, and Buddhism. This workshop focuses on a variety of activities and resources to learn about these world religions and philosophies in a Chinese 
context.

KIM COFINO       General Education   MS Meeting Room III
Making Time To Create
Research that shows that spending time in creative spaces not only makes us happier, but helps us process our thinking and understand the world around 
us. This session will focus on the value and purpose of creativity in a classroom setting, as well as strategies and suggestions for making time to create - for 
both you and your learners.

LYNNE COLEMAN     Service Learning PS Ballroom I
International-mindedness as Foundation for Service
Understanding that learning can and should be useful to self and/or to others changes the way learners think and act. Participants will explore ways to build 
a mindset of international-mindedness and the social entrepreneurship that goes hand-in-hand into the curriculum of their courses. We will be looking at 
sample units, including those teachers bring along from their own classes. 

SHAUNA COVELL / DAN FORBES    Counseling  PS Function Room VIII
Positivity in Education: Using Character Strengths in a Mindful Classroom
Choose this workshop if you’re interested in making your classroom and instruction more personalized, and you want your students to experience 
character, as well as academic, growth. Participants will see practical classroom applications that prove that teaching character strengths, mindfulness, and 
positivity, increase student achievement and enhances overall well-being. Help your students be more mindful of themselves as a person, as a learner, and 
as a member of your community.

AMY FOLEY / JAMES LINZEL    MS/HS Math/ Science PS Function Room II
Innovation Institute: How to Implement Interdisciplinary Project-Based Learning
The Innovation Institute at Shanghai American School helps students develop critical and creative thinking, as well as collaboration and communication skills, 
through interdisciplinary projects. In this workshop, we will explore how to create and implement projects that engage students and connect to the real 
world. In small groups, attendees will examine an integrated project and participate in a feedback protocol. A framework, project overview templates, and 
sample rubrics for integrated project-based learning will be provided.

CRAIG GABLER       Science    PS Funtion Room I
What is Engineering Design & How do I teach it?
Participants will gain an initial understanding of engineering, technology, and the engineering design process using text, video cases, and a quick engineering 
challenge.

TINA QUICK       TCK MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Culture and Communication
This session will focus on five dimensions of culture that are most likely to impact communication and are most consistently useful for people of most 
cultures to understand. Participants will come away with the sensitivity to better understand their international students, parents, and co-workers as well 
as host country nationals.
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SESSION 8
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   09:45 - 11:15    ROOM

MARY RYAN       Math  PS Function Room VII
Math Games: The Fun Way to Learn Skills and Concepts in Math
Who knew you could add fractions without finding the common denominator or evaluate negative and positive integers before knowing the rules! Partici-
pants will learn how to use math games to promote conceptual understanding. Be prepared to play and learn.

KATELYN REGAN / MICHAEL MALDONADO   Counseling  PS Function Room IV
Using Google Classroom in High School Counseling to Reach Students
Brent Manila’s high school guidance team will describe how they are using Google classroom to enhance communication with student, to maximize contact 
with students, and to make resources more accessible to the whole student population.

MARTIN ROBINSON     Global Issues/Global Citizenship PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Connecting Global Minds through Drumming (Repeat)
Drum circles are a powerful way to bring people together and encourage personal connection through group music making. Playing together requires 
listening, respect, and sensitivity. In this session for non-musicians, play in a drum circle and learn basic facilitator techniques to take back and lead this activity 
in your community.

AARON TAIT / KAITLIN TAIT    Global Issues/Global Citizenship PS Ballroom II & III
Solving the Problems That Matter Most
In this workshop the founders of Education Changemakers will work with you to help you identify the problems that exist in your school and community, 
choose which of these are worth solving, and then give you powerful skills to dig down to understand them. A powerful and practical session for educators 
who want to stand up and change the world from their classroom.

JAMES TANTON       Math  PS Function Room X
The Power of  Visualization in Mathematics
Let’s see just how fundamental and crucial pictures are to problem-solving, doing joyful mathematics and engaging in deep learning - even in upper school 
mathematics. They say a picture can speak a thousand words. In mathematics, a picture can spawn a thousand ideas.

11:15 - 11:30 TRAVEL TIME

THE INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL LEADERSHIP PROGRAM FROM USF AND WSU
Do you want to transform school culture and make a lasting impact on education  
in society? Do you wish to participate in a critical thinking, problem-solving approach to 
leadership indiverse environments? Join a unique two-year program designed specifically  
for EARCOS members!

UNIQUE FEATURES
•     Combines online coursework and on-site classes (held during EARCOS conferences)

•     Program internship prepares participants for a Washington State Principal Certificate that 
meets certification requirements in many other states

•     Instructors are university faculty and international school leaders

•     Teamwork and collaborative learning

LEADING WHERE IT MATTERS MOST

APPLY FOR SPRING OR FALL
education.wsu.edu/certification/international

FOR MORE INFORMATION
University of San Francisco
Dr. Walter Gmelch
whgmelch@usfca.edu
usfca.edu

Washington State University
Dr. Shannon M. Calderone
shannon.calderone@wsu.edu
education.wsu.edu  |  wsu.edu
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SESSION 9 Teacher Workshops
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   11:30 - 12:45    ROOM

JOSEPH BARDER       K-12 Science/Math/ Humanities MS Meeting Room IV
Target Audience: 3-12 Teachers
Hip-hop in the Classroom: Leveraging Rhyme-writing for Comprehension
Using a variety of digital and non-digital tools, this workshop explores the links between rhyme-writing/-reciting and meaning-making in science, language 
arts (i.e. not just English), maths, social studies and many other subject areas. Teachers will walk away with concrete lesson plans and tools that will help 
them trial this in the classroom right away.

ALTHEA BESA       MS/HS Humanities  PS Function Room IV
Target Audience: Middle/High School Teachers of Humanities, English, Pastoral Programs
Teaching Philosophy in the Middle or High School 
This workshop offers practical ideas on how to set up a philosophy elective, a unit within a subject, or even a club at the middle or high school level. The 
concept can also be used as a model for a Personal Social Education curriculum. It is a synthesis of existing approaches and best practices as inspired by my 
experiences with the IB Philosophy course, Philosophy for Children (P4C) and a Tri-Level Model of ethics. The workshop also draws from the field of archetypal 
psychology as a guideline for intra and interpersonal growth.

KIM BENTLEY       ES Math  MS Meeting Room V
Target Audience: PK-6 Teachers
The Development of Number Sense Across the Elementary Grades
How does number sense develop in children? In this engaging hands-on workshop participants will explore the concept of number through the eyes of a 
PK-5th grade students. Key models and strategies will be highlighted and participants will have the opportunities to practice the math themselves. Partici-
pants will leave with an increased understanding of how the number concepts progress across the elementary grades.

HANK CLAASSEN / MISTI MCDANIEL   MS/HS Math PS Function Room I
Target Audience: MS/HS Math Teachers
Using Manipulatives to Deepen Conceptual Understanding in Math
Manipulatives enhance student understanding of math concepts through developmentally appropriate hands-on experiences. Algebra tiles provide physical, 
geometric interpretations of algebraic expressions and equations, and allow opportunities for students to engage in cooperative learning and classroom 
discourse. This workshop will focus on best-use practices with algebra tiles in the middle and high school math curriculum.

LYNDSEY COX / ALLISON WISE    K-12 Science/NGSS  MS Meeting Room VI
Target Audience: Upper ES, MS and HS Science Teachers
Meeting the Standard: Designing NGSS-Inspired Science Assessments
In this session, we will share the process that we use to develop standards-based tasks that effectively assess the multiple dimensions of the NGSS per-
formance expectations. Participants will leave the session with an idea of the process that we use to work backwards from the performance expectation, 
unpack the practices and core ideas, design assessment tasks, and create rubrics. This workshop will be especially helpful for teachers working with NGSS, 
but all are welcome.

YOJIN CHUNG       MS/HS General Education MS Meeting Room I
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Failing Well: Cultivating Growth Mindset, Self-directed Learners and Self-paced Learning. 
You spent hours preparing your perfect lesson and sequenced it brilliantly with the reveal coming in at the right time. You give an exit ticket and find that a 
good number of students still do not get it. What happened? Before sinking into a state of depression, consider pacing the learning more to the individual 
student. We will discuss how to nurture growth mindset and help students become more self-directed. Once this culture is ingrained, it is easier to imple-
ment self-paced learning.

STACY CROOK       MS/HS Service Learning MS Meeting Room II
Target Audience: Secondary Teachers
The Red Thread; The Impact of Service Learning on Students 
This workshop will focus on incorporating service learning in the classroom to create meaningful discussions and authentic assessments. We will investigate 
how students were able to use their experiential learning in Cambodia to apply 21st century skills in the classroom. We will also examine some exemplars 
from student products after the service learning trip. We will dive deep into how this unforgettable trip guided students and educators to use a growth-
mindset and resulted in exceeding performance.

COLIN DONELLE / KYLE CHAMBERLAIN   ES General Education PS Function Room IX
Target Audience: Grade 2-5 Teachers 
Student-Led Conferences: Students Taking Ownership of their Education
What if you could help students become more accountable for their work, more self-directed, and more goal-oriented? We will present our inquiry into 
Student-led Conferences (SLCs) over the past three years, providing educators with the knowledge and tools to incorporate this teaching practice into 
their classrooms. After attending this workshop educators will have an understanding of the benefits of SLCs, how to implement SLCs, and how to em-
power students to think about themselves as learners.
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SESSION 9 Teacher Workshops
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   11:30 - 12:45    ROOM

MARK FELSTEHAUSEN     MS/HS Global Issues  PS Function Room II
Target Audience: MS/HS Social Studies Teachers
Sustainable Development that Works: Case Study Nepal  
In the 1950s, Nepal opened to the West and came to fame with ‘Tiger-of-the-Snows’ Sherpa Tenzing Norgay’s 1953 summit of Everest (along with Ed 
Hillary). Yet for the next 50 years, Nepal lagged in every development standard imaginable including fertility, mortality, sanitation, clean drinking water, & 
literacy rates. Recently however, Nepal has made significant strides in sustainable development. How? We review lessons learned

ALIS GORCEA / EMILY BEVINGTON    ES/MS Humanities  PS Function Room X
Target Audience: Grade 2- Grade 8 Teachers
Engaging Young Writers: Strategies that Work
Teaching writing, and especially engaging students in the writing process, is a challenge every teacher faces. This workshop will focus on different strate-
gies that the presenters have used in their teaching and have found highly engaging for writers, regardless of age or skill level. The participants will engage 
in several structured, hands-on writing strategies which can be implemented and adapted for their classrooms immediately. This workshop will focus on 
reflecting and analyzing four strands of writing: writing in response to reading, writing to entertain, writing to inform, and writing to persuade. The strands 
include both traditional and digitally-based writing prompts. By engaging students in these various strategies, writers will participate in authentic writing tasks 
and utilize critical and abstract thinking skills.

ANTHONY LOVEDAY     MS/HS Humanities  MS Meeting Room X
Target Audience: MS or HS Social Studies, Communication Arts Teachers
Making Psychology Personal
As College Board designs it, AP Psychology is a very content-driven course in which a student can genuinely succeed based almost solely on their under-
standing of the textbook material. In this participatory workshop you will be introduced to a number of activities and assignments I use in class for the 
purpose of making the course more engaging, more personal, and far more relevant to real life. Be prepared to share!

JAMES RANNI / MARK DEYSS    MS/HS General Education Mindfulness      MS Ballroom I
Target Audience: Grade 6-12 Teachers
Mindfulness in Education
The benefits of practicing mindfulness for the relief of stress, enhanced resilience, and improved performance are well researched. But, what is it really and 
how is it taught and incorporated into an educational context? This workshop will provide participants a taste of mindfulness practices, educate on the 
psychological foundation of its benefits, and provide an outline for a student mindfulness program.

LOLITA MATTOS       MS/HS Math MS - First Floor - Rose Garden Room
Target Audience: MS/HS Mathematics Teachers
How to Graph and Elephant 
This project is designed to help the learning of graphing linear, quadratic, and polynomial functions interesting and comprehensible. It allows students to 
exercise their creativity while expanding their knowledge of graphing functions. This project can be modified for Grade levels 6 through 12 and also has a 
written component.

BRON NARSIMAN / JENNY SNIVELY / JEFF ORMROD  K-12 General Education      MS Meeting Room III
Target Audience: All Teachers
Be The Change & Breakout! 
Breakout is a platform for educators (from any subject and grade level) to immerse students in a rich student centered, collaborative, engaging, problem 
solving experience. Participants collaborate in teams to discover clues and solve problems related to specific subjects. The breakout can be used as an in-
troductory activity, formative or summative assessment. A high energy, interactive experience where students lead and take charge of their learning, where 
communication is key to success.

ALLI RUTTGER / KATTINA RABDAU-FOX   ES/MS Math PS Function Room VI
Target Audience: ES/MS Teachers 
Leveraging Math Workshop with Digital Creation
Many schools have a scope and sequence wherein mathematics is taught. But, what about a structure? This session will guide participants to answer the 
following question: “How can I structure my math block to target individual learners’needs?” Teachers will learn how to teach math in a workshop style by 
planning strategically and giving formative assessments that guide instruction on the spot. We will also explore the importance of creating digital content 
that reflects learning and bolsters the usage of mathematical reasoning. Many resources will be provided to help you build a math workshop structure that 
suits your unique teaching style and of course, the needs of your learners.

ERIKA SOUBLET       HS Social Studies  PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Target Audience: 9-12 Social Studies Teachers
Building Awareness of Historical Bias and Privilege Through Essential Questions
How does historical bias impact the history of minorities? What about privilege? This presentation will focus on the development of essential questions 
which target historical bias. Attendees should leave with an appreciation for how having a limited historical voice effects students’ abilities to relate to his-
tory. Attendees should leave with an understanding of how to address privilege with their students and scaffold awareness of its impact on the history of 
minorities.
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SESSION 9 Teacher Workshops
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   11:30 - 12:45    ROOM

AARON TAIT / KAITLIN TAIT    Global Issues/Global Citizenship PS Ballroom II & III
Target Audience: All Teachers
Ideas That Change the World
Building upon the workshop ‘Solving the Problems that Matter Most’ in this workshop the founders of Education Changemakers will teach you the innova-
tion tools that you can take back to your classrooms to work with student and your staff to come up with powerful innovations to change your school and 
change your communities. This workshop is fast paced and lots of fun so come prepared to think!

PETER TONG / CRAIG GINGERICH    MS/HS S.T.E.M.  PS Function Room VII
Target Audience: MS/HS Teachers
Pioneering STEM Education: Aerospace Engineering and Big Data Analytics
This presentation will describe how project based learning courses, Aerospace Engineering and Big Data in Education, are pioneered, developed and taught at 
Concordia International School Shanghai. Course outlines, teaching schedules and teaching resources will be presented. Students’ Aerospace projects, such 
as drone building and real life Big Data application projects will also be presented and discussed. Audience will be exposed to world of aerospace hands 
on projects and conceptual understanding to Big Data Analytics.

MARIA TULLBERG       K-8 Math  PS Function Room VIII
Target Audience: K-8 Teachers and Coordinators of Mathematics
Convince Me! Inferring in Mathematics
In this workshop, you will learn how small shifts in your teaching practice can help students to make sense out of mathematical concepts. By igniting the 
students’ imagination and asking them to inquire into maths, knowledge deepens; and by giving students the ownership of convincing not only themselves 
but also peers and teachers, the students do the heavy lifting. Have a go at experiencing and creating a lesson using inferring and mathematical discourse.

RHONDA WILDEMAN / DARRELL SHARP   K-12 Neurobiology/General Education     PS Ballroom I
Target Audience: K-12 Teachers
The Neurobiology of Learning 
Advances in neuroscience are providing insights into the cognitive processes of our students. This workshop will focus on sharing information about brain 
structure and development to help teachers better understand the neurobiology of learning. Content will be accessible to all classroom teachers, focus-
ing on development from early years to adolescence and processes that students develop over time. Participants will learn practices derived from these 
understandings and transform them for their own teaching contexts.

12:45-13:45 LUNCH    MS - Lunch venue at Five Sails Restaurant
PS - Lunch venue at Café Boleh Restaurant

SESSION 10
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   13:45 - 15:15    ROOM

PAUL ANDERSEN       Science  PS Function Room IX
The Wonder - Unlocking the Power of the NGSS 
The NGSS represent the largest conceptual shift in teaching science in decades. However, this revolution will only occur if teachers understand the standards 
and make changes in their classrooms. In this workshop Paul Andersen will guide you through the standards while giving you examples that can change 
science classrooms immediately.

JESSICA BALLI / PATRICK CALLAHAN   Math  PS Function Room VI
Tracking/Acceleration in MS Math: Pitfalls and Perils (Repeat)
There are more pressures to accelerate in mathematics than any other subject. “If my child isn’t accelerated, they won’t get into the top colleges,” a phrase 
heard all too often, has serious implications. In this session we will discuss some of the pitfalls and perils associated with acceleration and tracking in math-
ematics. Colleges and universities are re-thinking college admissions, especially regarding mathematics preparation. The SAT has changed, and IB Diploma is 
in the process of revising their assessments. We will provide insights, and concrete strategies for improving mathematics teaching and programs and how 
to avoid some of the common pitfalls.

JENNIFER CHANG-WATHALL    Math/Science MS Meeting Room I
Unit Planning for Concept-Based Curriculum and Instruction
This interactive workshop will cover the critical content when unit planning for mathematics and science. This session will look at exemplars of unit plan-
ners and the use of guiding questions when unit planning. Participants will be immersed in social constructivist environment and partake in highly engaging 
learning experiences. 
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SESSION 10
SATURDAY | 1 APRIL 2017   13:45 - 15:15    ROOM

MICHELLE CHOW-LIU     Counseling  PS Function Room I
Applying to Universities in Korea - From the Counselor’s Side 
For beginner or seasoned high school counselors, this workshop is designed to share the practices of Western Academy of Beijing (WAB)’s counseling of-
fice in supporting Korean Nationals’ college applications to Korea. By sharing an overview of the 8 universities visited in spring of 2016, I hope to alleviate 
some of the anxiety and

JACOB HUMES       Counseling  PS Function Room IV
Moods Before Mindsets  
The research is clear : strong emotions dominate the ability to think and learn effectively. Children who are better at inhibiting their impulses and regulat-
ing their emotions do better with their SAT scores, their friendships, their jobs, their marriages, and even their physical health. But how can we use this 
knowledge to help our children develop this kind of emotional intelligence? This workshop aims to answer this question by giving some practical examples, 
as well as the opportunity to learn from each other.

STEFANIE LAMB       Social Studies/Humanities  MS Meeting Room IV
Teaching about the Silk Road 
This presentation focuses on a curriculum that explores the vast ancient network of cultural, economic, and technological exchange that connected East 
Asia to the Mediterranean. Participants will engage in activities demonstrating how goods, belief systems, art, music, and people traveled across such vast 
distances to create interdependence among disparate cultures.

RON LANCASTER      Math  PS Function Room X
Introducing Your Students to Micah Lexier, An Artist Who Uses Mathematics and Measurement to Visualize Information and Data
Throughout his long career as an artist and curator, Micah Lexier has created remarkable works of art that allow viewers to visualize information and 
data connected to daily life and his personal life. His works of art are often mathematical in nature and involve systems of measuring life spans and aging. 
Introducing students to Lexier’s art and sculptures provides them with the inspiration to create their own installations as well as generate challenging math 
problems related to them

GENEVIEVE MURPHY     Global Citizens/ Technology  PS Function Room II
Fostering Global Citizenship through Digital Collaboration 
There is an increased emphasis on the importance of incorporating topics that focus on social and emotional learning into schools’ curriculums. This inter-
active workshop will showcase how AST is using digital collaboration, across grade levels and across continents, to increase social, emotional and cultural 
learning experiences for students. With the support of external organizations such as Know My World, teachers will be led through curriculum that focuses 
on mindfulness, responsibility, communication and empowerment. 

LOGAN SMALLEY       TED Education  MS Meeting Room III
Deep Dive: TED-Ed Clubs & TED-Ed Innovative Educators Programs (Repeat)
The mission of TED’s award-winning youth and education initiative, TED-Ed, is to spark and celebrate the ideas of teachers and students around the world. 
In this workshop, attendees will experience an abbreviated but authentic version of TED-Ed’s two core programs - TED-Ed Clubs & TED-Ed Innovative 
Educators.

AARON TAIT / KAITLIN TAIT    Global Issues/Global Citizenship PS First Floor - Hibiscus Room
Schools that Change the World
Building upon the first two Education Changemakers(EC) workshops the founders of EC will teach you how to foster an innovative and passionate envi-
ronment in your school that allows teachers to come up with powerful ideas, and support students to do the same.

MEAGHAN WILSON     K-12 Project-Based/General Education PS Function Room VIII
Beyond the Glitz and Glamour:  The Reality of Engaging in Multi-level, Collaborative Project Based Learning
This workshop will inform the attendees of how to implement project based assessments with collaboration through other subjects. Attendees will witness 
examples of project based learning as one semester long assessment and as five separate units. These assessments also contained global citizenship and 
service components.

18:00-20:30 Closing Reception For All Delegates The Pacific Sutera by the Pool
near The Breeze Beach Club

 
  Celebrating all of our Exhibitors

 Just a reminder that evening events are intended for adults only.  Thank you for your cooperation.
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Workshop Presenters

JANE ALTEMEN
Jane teaches science to kids in Grade six through 12 and runs science clubs for elementary kids. Over the years she has created 50+ 
activities that K to 12 teachers use to nurture authentic scientific thinking. The activities work because they are not confounded by 
subject content; they focus only on scientific thinking. Jane has been a teacher and administrator since 1988 in her native Canada and 
in the Middle East, Europe, and now South-East Asia. With a first degree in neuroscience, Jane’s teaching practice is dominated by 
Brain-Based Learning coupled with Visible Thinking Routines and the Understanding by Design paradigm.

JAY ATWOOD
Jay is the EdTechTeam Regional Director for India, Middle East, Africa & Asia. He brings more than 20 years of experience teaching, 
developing curriculum and assessment and training teachers in local, government and international schools. His current hedgehog 
is helping teachers develop as workshop presenters. Most recently he worked at Singapore American School as the High School 
Educational Technology Coordinator-where he was responsible for leading ed tech planning, professional learning, and technology 
integration. He’s a Google Certified Innovator, Google Certified Trainer, a Coach and Lead Learner at Google Teacher Academies 
and Innovator Academies in Asia-Pacific, Australia, Europe and the US, an Apple Distinguished Educator and a Common Sense Digital 
Citizenship Certified Educator. 

PAUL ANDERSEN
Paul is an educational consultant and YouTube creator living in Bozeman, MT. Paul is an experienced educator having taught science in 
Montana for 20 years. Paul was the 2011 Montana Teacher of the Year, and was also one of four finalists for the 2011 National Teacher 
of the Year. In addition to teaching Paul has created hundreds of YouTube science tutorials that have been viewed millions of times 
by students around the world. In 2012 Paul was selected by YouTube as one of ten YouTube Edu Gurus. Paul has provided training 
for thousands of students, teachers, administrators, and professors around the world. Paul’s specialties include the Next Generation 
Science Standards, educational technology, the flipped classroom, and effective classroom design. Paul enjoys providing meaningful 
professional development that can be applied immediately in the classroom.

JESSICA BALLI
A graduate of Jakarta International School, is a mathematics educator with ten years of classroom experience. She has taught in both 
a small charter setting and a large, comprehensive high school, teaching a wide range of math courses. Jessica has taken on a variety 
of roles over the past several years as a leader in transitioning to the Common Core at the school, district, and national levels. She 
has worked on several grants that have allowed her to work closely with teachers and mathematics education experts in order to 
create meaningful and authentic classroom experiences for students and teachers. Jessica is a reflective educator who enjoys sharing 
her trials and successes with other teachers. Jessica was raised in Jakarta, Indonesia and incorporates her international experience 
when helping teachers make their classrooms more inclusive and engaging.

WAKA BROWN
Waka is the Manager/Instructor for Stanford e-Japan, an online distance-learning course for Japanese high school students about the 
U.S.-Japan relationship; and a Curriculum Specialist for the Stanford Program on International and Cross-Cultural Education (SPICE). 
In 2004 and 2008, Waka received the Franklin Buchanan Prize, which is awarded annually to honor an outstanding curriculum publica-
tion on Asia at any educational level, elementary through university. Waka has presented teacher seminars nationally for the National 
Council for the Social Studies in Seattle; the National Consortium for Teaching about Asia in both Denver and Los Angeles; the Na-
tional Council for the Social Studies, Phoenix; Symposium on Asia in the Curriculum, Lexington; Japan Information Center, Embassy 
of Japan, Washington. D.C., and the Hawaii International Conference on the Humanities. She has also presented teacher seminars 
internationally for the East Asia Regional Council of Overseas Schools in Tokyo, Japan, and for the European Council of International 
Schools in Amsterdam, Netherlands.

PATRICK CALLAHAN 
Dr. Patrick began his career as a mathematics professor at the University of Texas at Austin, while doing research as a topologist. After 
several years of teaching at the university level, he became involved in education research. During this time, he helped revolution-
ize the university’s secondary teacher preparation program by helping design and implement UTeach, a secondary STEM-focused 
program that has gained national recognition and replicated across the country. Over the past two decades, Dr. Callahan has held a 
variety of positions in different areas of mathematics education, including the Executive Director of the University of California Sci-
ence and Mathematics Initiative, a Senior Research Scientist at WestEd, and the Statewide Co-Director of the California Mathematics 
Project. As a mathematician who has been deeply involved with improving education for twenty years, Dr. Callahan offers broad 
experience, multiple perspectives, and relevant, practical content for teachers and administrators.

DAN CHASSAGNE
Middle School science teacher and Department Head at Singapore American School, has been a teacher for over twenty-five years 
in the US, Saudi Arabia, Malaysia, and Singapore. Dan has taught science from elementary to high school. He currently appears on the 
Nat. Geo. Channel show “Food Files” as a science consultant. On this show he demonstrates and explains to the audience complex 
science concepts related to food in an easy to understand way. Dan also does consulting work at other international schools where 
he shows teachers and students how to make NGSS practical in the classroom. Dan has been passionate about science for his entire 
life and he loves making it come alive for his students in meaningful and relevant ways.
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KIM COFINO
Kim is an experienced, dynamic and innovative educator. Her international teaching has taken her to Germany, Malaysia, Thailand 
(ISB), Japan, and now back to Bangkok (NIST International School). Her job titles have included: Academic IT Coordinator, Technology 
Learning Facilitator, 21st Century Literacy Specialist, Technology and Learning Coach, consultant, and most recently she has added, 
Consultant-in-Residence at NIST International School. Kim is a COETAIL co-founder, a founding partner in Eduro Learning, a member 
of the Advisory, as well as the Board, for the Learning 2.0 Global Conference, and an Apple Distinguished Educator. She regularly 
consults with international and public schools around the world and her work has been widely published in educational websites, 
journals and books. She occasionally blogs at Always Learning and you can find her on Twitter @mscofino.

LYNNE COLEMAN
If there is a nobler, more critically important profession than teaching, I have not been able to imagine it. Which is why I’ve been a 
teacher for some 40 years. With degrees in English, art, and applied linguistics, I began as a middle school teacher. Later I taught in 
university, but the enthusiasm and excitement of secondary education brought me back in the mid-1980s when I taught language and 
literature in DoDDs schools in rural Germany. From there, with my husband, I moved to the John F. Kennedy Schule in Berlin; later 
we became teachers and administrators in Malaysia, in Beijing and Shanghai in China, and in Accra, Ghana. Two-thirds of my career has 
been in international schools, in and outside the classroom. I am now a consultant to international and U.S. schools on topics ranging 
from creating and maintaining professional learning environments to differentiation and interdisciplinary teaching, from pedagogical 
leadership to strategic planning and accreditation.

KATE DORE
Kate is a members of the Compass Education team in Singapore. Kate teaches Science, and has a background in Neuropsychology 
and Educating for Scientific Literacy. Kate is excited to connect with other educators who are passionate about thinking, learning, and 
acting for a sustainable world.

HENRY EVANS
Henry is a 26 year old British scientist, explorer & educator who has extensive experience in the communication of science and 
exploration to students of all ages at schools across the world. After skiing to the South Pole in Antarctica, he set up his own edu-
cation business called Magnificent Ocean, which over the past 3 years has visited over 250 international schools across 5 different 
continents. Henry is currently studying a Masters degree in Climate Change Science at the University of Copenhagen in Denmark 
and is researching climate literacy worldwide. For more information, please visit http://www.magoce.com

CRAIG GABLER
Dr. Craig is a Science/STEM education consultant, calling the Puget Sound region of Washington State home. Craig has a background 
in secondary science education and extensive experience in many levels of the education system in the US. He has worked as a 
classroom teacher, regional science coordinator, consultant, science director for a large school district, program supervisor at the state 
office of education and as science consultant for American curriculum schools in the Middle East/North Africa region. Outside of his 
work in districts, Dr. Gabler has been active in science education leadership. He served as a writer for the Next Generation Science 
Standards (NGSS), was President of the National Science Education Leadership Association, served a two-year term as president of 
the Washington Science Teachers Association and as the National Science Teachers Association’s District XVII Director. Along with 
passionately supporting the implementation of the NGSS, leadership and leadership development are areas of focus for Dr. Gabler.

CHRISTOPHE GALFARD
Keynote Speaker see page 23

MARILYN GEORGE
Marilyn has been the associate executive director of the Accrediting Commission for Schools, the Western Association for Schools 
and Colleges (ACS WASC), since 1987. In addition to her knowledge of international accreditation and ongoing school improvement 
her areas of expertise are school curriculum/instruction/assessment and professional development. She has given presentations and 
written articles and other publications in the areas of staff development, mentoring, and accreditation. Her degrees are from West- 
minster College (B.S.), University of Wisconsin, Madison (M.S.), and University of California Los Angeles, UCLA, (Ed.D.).

TIM GERRISH, OBE
Tim is a highly committed and commended international child protection expert with extensive experience in advising on risk man-
agement issues and investigations. He specialises in conducting child protection audits as well as developing and delivering top class 
training on child safeguarding for international schools and high profile organisations. Tim Gerrish awarded an OBE by her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II for services to international child protection. Tim’s background is in law enforcement with 30 years experience as 
a detective with Scotland Yard in London. He was also head of the UK National Criminal Intelligence Service Serious Sex Offender 
unit before working with the Child Exploitation and Online Protection centre (CEOP). At CEOP his role was Head of International 
Partnerships, working with international schools, foreign governments, law enforcement agencies and child protection practitioners 
overseas. He has extensive experience of working within Southern and South East Asia as well as Europe, Africa and many other 
countries around the world.



JOSEPH GREENAWALT
For three years, Joe Greenawalt was a pilot teacher for the College Board helping develop the new Advanced Placement Computer 
Science Principles (CSP) course. Joe helps lead a project named CS Matters of Maryland developing and testing curriculum for the 
course. In that role, he also leads professional learning for teachers. As a College Board consultant, he helps teachers prepare for 
the new Advanced Placement Computer Science Principles course. As a teacher in Charles County Public Schools, Joe pioneered 
the AP CSP and Computer Science A courses. He has been an AP Computer Science A Exam Reader for several years. He has had 
other professional titles including technology coordinator, network administrator and school principal. He has a Master of Science 
in Computer Science and is currently pursuing a Master of Science in Cyber Security. He is married, the father of two and has two 
grandchildren.

JULIE HARRIS-STERN
Julie is the co-founder of Education to Save the World, an innovative organization that provides tools and training to schools all 
over the world to help transform teaching and learning to meet the demands of the 21st Century. She is the author of the book 
Tools for Teaching Conceptual Understanding by Corwin Press. She is a certified trainer on Concept-Based Curriculum and Instruction 
by Dr. Lynn Erickson and is a James Madison Constitutional Scholar. She is a Verified Master Trainer and has Coaching and Change 
Management Certificates. Her depth and breath of knowledge combined with her vision and contagious energy make her an in-
demand workshop facilitator, instructional coach, author and advisor in many areas including concept-based curriculum, differentiated 
classrooms and formative assessments. 

SUE HARVEY
Sue has taught AP Calculus and other mathematics courses for 23 years at Hong Kong International School. In addition to facilitating 
workshops in mathematics teaching and learning that enrich the curriculum, she has served as an AP Reader, and participated in a 
number of selective programs (NEWMAST, NEH, PCMI, Fulbright). After earning her B.A. and M.A. at the University of Colorado, 
she began her teaching adventures that have taken her from the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation in South Dakota to Iceland, Guam, 
the Virgin Islands, and finally to Hong Kong International School, where she serves as a teaching administrator. Sue continues to stay 
connected to students and their development of mathematical thinking through the teaching of AP Calculus BC.

STEFANIE LAMB
Stefanie is a Curriculum Consultant for the Stanford Program on International and Cross-Cultural Education (SPICE) at Stanford Uni-
versity. Prior to joining SPICE in 2000, she taught Middle School Language Arts and Social Studies in Oregon and Hong Kong, China. 
Stefanie’s academic interests lie in curriculum design and instruction. She received her Bachelor’s Degree in Elementary Education 
from Western Oregon University and her Master’s Degree in Curriculum and Teacher Education from Stanford University. Ms. Lamb 
has authored or co-authored the following curricula for SPICE: An Introduction to Diasporas in the United States; Baltic States: Estonia, 
Latvia and Lithuania; China’s Cultural Revolution; Crowding the Rim; Examining Human Rights in a Global Context; Geography and the Hu-
man Experience; Islamic Civilization and the Arts, The Road to Beijing, The Road to Tokyo, and Traditional and Contemporary Korean Culture.

RON LANCASTER
Ron is an Associate Professor, Teaching Stream at the University of Toronto where he teaches mathematics methods courses for 
future middle and high school teachers. He has over 20 years of experience teaching grades 7-12 mathematics. Ron’s professional ac-
tivities include consultations and conference presentations in North America, Asia, England, Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Qatar and Africa. Ron 
is an author for the NCTM (The Mathematical Lens) and member of the Advisory Board for the Museum of Mathematics in New 
York City. He is the recipient of the 2015 Margaret Sinclair Memorial Award Recognizing Innovation and Excellence in Mathematics 
Education awarded by the Fields Institute. https://www.fields.utoronto.ca/press/14-15/SinclairAward2015.html 

KATH LANE
Kath is a members of the Compass Education team in Singapore. Kate teaches Science, and has a background in Neuropsychology 
and Educating for Scientific Literacy. Kath is excited to connect with other educators who are passionate about thinking, learning, and 
acting for a sustainable world.

KARIM MEDICO LETWINSKY
Dr. Letwinsky is the Department Chairperson and an Assistant Professor in the Doctoral Department of Educational Leadership 
at Wilkes University in Pennsylvania. She also serves as the Director of international graduate education programs. At Wilkes, she 
teaches master and doctoral level courses in Effective Instruction, Curriculum, Assessment, and Quantitative Research/Statistics. Karim 
also is a certified elementary and secondary math teacher and principal, with over 20 years as a classroom teacher at all levels. Her 
ongoing research is focused on the professional development of K-12 mathematics teachers and international school leadership. 
Most importantly, Karim prides herself in being both a practitioner and researcher with a contagious passion for the effective teach-
ing and learning of mathematics. As an international mathematics and leadership consultant, Karim provides targeted professional 
development workshops to K-12 classroom teachers and leaders world wide.
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ZANDER LYVERS
Zander is a Middle School Humanities teacher from the American International School in Hong Kong. He is passionate about project-
based learning and student engagement. When he began teaching in New York City, Zander participated in an asynchronous learning 
pilot for iZone, an office within the NYC Department of Education that fosters innovation in schools. As a recipient of the EARCOS 
Action Research Grant, he conducted his research on the effects of asynchronous learning on student literacy. He created a thematic 
unit that compared the Crusades with the current global War on Terrorism. The first half of the unit was taught in a more traditional, 
synchronous fashion, in which all students learned at the same pace. The remainder of the unit allowed students to work at their own 
pace while receiving feedback from the instructor and their peers.

DAN MAGIE
Dan is currently the Vice Principal at KIS International School, in Bangkok Thailand. He holds a valid teaching license in both Kansas 
(USA) and Thailand. He has a bachelor’s of science degree in K-9 Education with additional endorsements in Language Arts and 
Health. He also has a master’s of science degree in K-12 Curriculum and Instruction with an emphasis on Curriculum Leadership. In 
May of 2013, he graduated with honors with his second master’s of science degree in K-12 Educational Administration. All three of 
his university degrees have been studied at Emporia State University Teachers College, in Emporia, Kansas, USA.

STEVEN MONEY
Steven is co-founder of an educational consultancy called “the currency of ideas”. He is a certified workshop facilitator for the IBO, 
OSC (Oxford Study Courses), and the Cultural Intelligence Centre. He has conducted workshops and seminars in the Asia Pacific 
region for the ISM (International School of Manila), ACEL (Australian Council of Educational Leaders), EARCOS (East Asia Regional 
Council of Schools), OUP (Oxford University Press), and the IBO. In addition, he is an examiner for IB Language B English and IELTS 
(International English Language Testing Systems). Steven firmly believes that sharing current ideas is a path to best practice.

AARON MONIZ 
Aaron is the Futures Academy Learning Support and EAL teacher at the International School of Beijing.  As a learning support 
teacher, he strives to reach all learners and push them towards achieving their independent potentials, whether a diagnosed learning 
challenge or an identified need for enrichment and extension. Himself a Third Culture Kid and global citizen, Aaron embraces the es-
sential goal in educating globally minded middle school students, a crucial age in developing identity, habits, and experiencing positive 
impacts on society. His belief that education needs to be pungent, authentic, and engaging has resulted in guiding students to discover 
their innate potential to manipulate the world impactful and compassionate ways. As an Occupy MS and Futures Academy colleague, 
he is excited to share the initial steps in this journey with co-facilitator Steve Sostak.

KENNY PEAVY
My passion is getting people outdoors and immersing them in Nature so that they learn to love and respect the planet we all share. 
For the past 20 years I’ve worked as a classroom science teacher and Naturalist in the United States, Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand. 
I’ve ridden a bamboo bike across South East Asia to raise awareness for sustainability in the region and I often Rock for the Environ-
ment with music, arts and cultural shows to raise funds for conservation. In April 2014, I circumnavigated Phuket, Thailand in a kayak 
with the GREEN Paddlers to spotlight marine issues and conservation in the region. Most recently, I initiated the Buy A Book, Support 
a Village program using my books and publications to raise funds to empower women in Southeast Asia, promote literacy and sup-
port conservation projects in the region. As a result of my and dedication to the environment, education and conservation I’ve been 
awarded Volunteer of the Year by both the Georgia Adopt-A-Stream Organization and the Malaysian Nature Society. I currently lead 
Education Outside The Classroom expeditions to inspire students and teachers to make a deep connection with Nature and take 
action for a sustainable future! For more information please see my website: http://theearthmatters.asia/ 

KIM PHUC PHAN THI
Keynote Speaker see page 11

TINA QUICK
Author of ‘The Global Nomad’ Guide to University Transition,” is a well-seasoned traveler and mother of three, young adult daughters. 
She is an adult Third Culture Kid (ATCK) who, having made 29 moves (15 of them by age 13) understands well the cycle of loss and 
grief involved in a cross-cultural lifestyle. Tina has raised her own TCKs across four cultures on the continents of Asia, Africa, Europe 
and North America. Tina is a cross-cultural trainer, writer and international speaker. She has served on the Board of Directors of 
Families in Global Transition (FIGT) and the advisory committee of TCKid, a non-profit virtual community whose mission is to help 
TCKs find a place of belonging. She is a member of the International Association of College Admissions Counseling and National 
Association of Foreign Student Advisors. Tina works closely with colleges and universities, domestic and international schools.

MARTIN ROBINSON
Martin is currently in his 13th year teaching music at the Taipei American School in Taiwan. He is a professional drummer and drum 
circle facilitator with a passion for bringing people of all ages and abilities together through interactive rhythm activities. Martin has 
presented workshops at EARCOS, NESA, and SEATCO Teachers’ Conferences, the Taiwan Orff Association, the Taipei Teachers of 
English, and the Asian Rhythm Facilitators’ Conference. He is certified by the American Orff-Schulwerk Association and is a graduate 
of the renowned Village Music Circles Hawaii Drum Circle Facilitators Mentor Training course. Martin has led drum circles with the 
Taipei American School PTA, teachers, students, and many other groups. He is a past recipient of the TAS Joanna Nichols Award for 
Excellence in Teaching and Professional Development and has previously taught in the Newport-Mesa Unified School District in 
Southern California and at international schools in Pakistan, Indonesia, Japan, and India.
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MARY ELLEN RYAN
A former elementary educator from Nova Scotia, Canada, Mary Ellen is currently the Enrichment Specialist at Hong Kong Interna-
tional School. She provides professional development for teachers and works with high ability/gifted students in grades 3-5. She has 
a master’s degree in Gifted Education from the University of Connecticut and 25 years of experience as an educator in grades K-5. 
Mary Ellen also works as an Educational Consultant in Asia. She has delivered workshops on topics such as parenting gifted children, 
differentiated instruction, math differentiation and enrichment, and the Schoolwide Enrichment Model for both parents and educa-
tors in Hong Kong, China, Vietnam, and the Philippines. 

LOGAN SMALLEY
Logan is the founding director of TED’s youth and education initiative, TED-Ed an award-winning website, content format and pro-
gram offering that serves millions of teachers and students every day. Prior to working for TED, Logan was selected as a TED Fellow 
for his roles as director, editor and composer of the nonprofit, feature-length film, Darius Goes West (28 film festival awards, 2007). 
Logan is also the founder of CallMeIshmael.com a creative, participatory literary initiative that was an honoree for the National Book 
Foundation’s Innovations In Reading Prize in 2015. Logan began his career as a high school special education teacher in his home-
town of Athens, GA, and he currently lives and works in New York City. He holds a B.Ed. in Special Education from the University of 
Georgia, and an Ed.M. in Technology Innovation and Education from the Harvard Graduate School of Education.

STEVE SOSTAK
Steve is a Middle School Futures Academy humanities teacher at the International School of Beijing, where he has been the MS Global 
Issues Network (GIN) mentor for the past two years. While in Malaysia and Peru, he facilitated local MS GIN conferences and service 
projects, collaborating and crafting ways to bridge ideas on global citizenship strands with classroom curriculum, housing these ideas 
and resource banks on the growing Occupy Middle School site. Recently, Steve trained with Compass Education and began Makers 
community woodworking and Futures Public Radio programs at ISB. Along with the global-minded and dedicated Aaron Moniz and 
a team of teachers, he hopes to better embed citizenship, sustainability, and community components into everyday student inquiry, 
learning, and project-based experiences. 

LEANN STANHOPE
LeAnn is a High School English teacher from the American International School in Hong Kong. I am passionate about empowering 
students to think deeply, to form opinions, to have the courage to voice them and explore ways to communicate those ideas to the 
world responsibly, ethically and powerfully.

KAITLIN TAIT / AARON TAIT
Keynote Speakers see page 35

JAMES TANTON
James (PhD, Princeton 1994, mathematics) is an education consultant and an ambassador for the Mathematical Association of 
America in Washington D.C., currently serving as their Mathematician-at-Large. He has taught mathematics both at university and 
high-school institutions. James is absolutely committed to sharing joyful and beautiful mathematical thinking and doing with all. He 
writes books and articles, he advises on curriculum, he consults with teachers and gives demonstration classes across the globe, 
he designs and teaches graduate education courses, he gives public outreach lectures, and he works with students of all ages and 
backgrounds to experience the wonder of mathematics. James is founder of The Global Math Project: www.theglobalmathproject.org.

JENNIFER CHANG-WATHALL
Jennifer is an independent consultant, author, faculty chair of mathematics at Island School and honorary faculty adviser and part time 
instructor for the University of Hong Kong. She is a certified trainer in DISCtm behavior assessment, a performance coach and she 
is a certified independent consultant in “Concept Based Curriculum Design” by Dr H. Lynn Erickson. With over 20 years experience 
in the education field. She has worked in several international schools including South Island School, Hong Kong and The United 
Nations International School, New York and Island School, Hong Kong. In the international arena she has presented many workshops 
and given talks at numerous international conferences about concept-based mathematics, the use of instructional media and how to 
effectively integrate a 1:1 program into the classroom. Her book titled “Concept-Based Mathematics: Teaching for Deep Understanding 
in Secondary Schools” is currently in production and due for release in February 2016.
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CARLA ABRAMS
Carla has worked as a counselor for the past 13 years in 
international school settings and previously taught adoles-
cents for 13 years in Canada. She is trained in Narrative 
Therapy by the faculty at Dulwich Centre, Australia and 
Vancouver School of Narrative Therapy.

AARON ALLEN
Aaron is a Data and Assessment Coordinator and Microsoft 
Excel Ninja from Beijing City International School.  Over his 
15 years in education as a teacher, school counselor, and ad-
ministrator, he has implemented his data-driven instruction 
framework at both the elementary and secondary levels 
to provide dramatic improvement in student achievement.  
He’s also used his passion for data to support students 
through his roles as Intervention Coordinator, Advanced 
Learning Coordinator, and Student Information System 
Trainer.

JAN AUSTIN
Jan is the Elementary S.T.E.M. Coach at Concordia Interna-
tional School Shanghai.  She is excited about helping teach-
ers and students join the Maker Movement. Jan has taught 
Kindergarten, First Grade, Pre-School, and has served as an 
instructor in a university Gifted and Talented Program.

MICHAEL BALDWIN
Dr. Mike has presented at education conferences in the 
United States and internationally. He has published journal 
articles on topics from standardized testing, inquiry instruc-
tion, to science education. In 2015, he was chosen as one 
of the 50 top educators in the world by the Gems Varkey 
Foundation.  He has experience as a curriculum specialist, 
campus administrator, and science instructor. Presently he 
teaches chemistry and biology at Brent International School 
in the Philippines.

JOSEPH BARDER
A Humanities/Social Studies teacher originally, Joe is the 
current IT Director at NIS. He is recently arrived from the 
International School of Helsinki, Finland, where he was the 
ICT Coordinator, taught MYP Design and DP Computer 
Science, and worked with teachers from PYP through DP 
in trying out new methods in their daily practice. Outside 
of the classroom and school, he enjoys cheering on the 
University of Michigan Wolverines and any trips where he 
can “unplug” and surf (waves, not the internet).

KIM BENTLEY 
Kim has been an international educator for the past 16 
years and has taught grades one-four.  The past three years 
she has served as a learning coach at the International 
School Bangkok and has focused on math.  Kim considers 
herself a lifelong learner.  She completed her Math Specialist 
certification and has benefitted greatly from the PK-grade 
five teachers and student she works with each day.

MICHELLE BENZING 
Michelle has been teaching for 20 years. She began her ca-
reer as a language and drama teacher in the US, and has 
been teaching internationally now since 2007, both in Swit-
zerland and now in Busan, South Korea.

ALTHEA BESA 
Althea teaches English, Philosophy and TOK at the United 
World College of Southeast Asia in Singapore. She has 
given workshops at past EARCOS conferences on critical 
thinking, learning logs and alternative assessment. One of 
her main interests is the blending of Philosophy with other 
subjects to give students a more holistic understanding of 
life and their particular human experiences. She is also a fan 
of Philosophy for Children (P4C) and Archetypal Mythol-
ogy. Other schools at which Althea has taught include Taipei 
American School and International School Manila.

EMILY  BEVINGTON 
Emily has taught middle school for five years; first in the 
Boston area, and now she is in her second year at Ruam-
rudee International School. This year, she is serving as the 
head of department for language arts in the middle school. 
She enjoys all the opportunities that she has had to grow 
and connect with other innovative and dedicated educators 
abroad. She holds a Masters in Education for Secondary 
English Education through Truman State University and is 
originally from Illinois.

ROSEMARY BOARDMAN 
Rosemary has been teaching seveth grade science at the 
International School of Beijing for four years, with a total of 
15 years in the science classroom.  As the Curriculum Area 
Leader for Middle School Science, she has facilitated ISB’s 
early adoption of NGSS standards where they have been in 
full implementation for three years.  Through lots of reading, 
workshops and trial and error, she continues to hone her 
practice in providing a top-notch science education to her 
students.

RITU BOHARA 
Ritu is a TCK who grew up in India and the US with eight 
years of teaching experience. Ritu has a vested interest in 
service learning and project based learning approaches in 
education. Ritu believes in empowering young children to 
find a voice to create positive change in the world.

JUSTIN BRINK 
Justin currently teaches eighth Grade Language Arts at 
the Thai Chinese International School in Bangkok. He is a 
Google Certified Educator Level two and has facilitated 
sessions on G Suite for TCIS, Deep Learning Asia, the Ed-
TechTeam, Pixsell Guatemala and Apps Events. Before his 
international posts in Mexico City, Bogota and Bangkok, he 
worked for the Broward County Public School District in 
the USA. 

JULIE BRINK 
Julie is a Certified Google Innovator and a COETAIL gradu-
ate, with a Masters degree in Educational Technology and 
Leadership. She is a passionate advocate for using technol-
ogy in the classroom and has extensive experience imple-
menting Google Apps for Education. She has spent the past 
15 years working as a teacher and Technology Integration 
Coach in the US and abroad.
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ERIC BURNETT 
Eric has taught in California and internationally for 23 years, 
most recently at the Singapore American School and the 
International School of Bangkok. After 14 years in the high 
school teaching courses such as AP World History, Game 
Theory, Economics, Psychology, America in the 1960s and 
American Studies, Eric has returned to the middle school 
where he currently teaches US History, Student Leadership 
and eighth grade social sciences. He has published numer-
ous books including Our World’s Story, The Advisory Vault and 
50 Questions Every Graduate Must Answer.

JUDYE BYRUM 
Judye is currently a middle school math teacher at Ruamru-
dee International School in Bangkok, where she has taught 
seventh and eighth grade mathematics for the last 12 years. 
Prior to coming to Bangkok, Judye taught middle and high 
school mathematics in Arizona. This is Judye’s 40th year of 
teaching; she will be retiring in 2017.

JENNY ROBERTSON 
Jenny currently teaches sixth grade science at Ruamrudee 
International School in Bangkok for her second year. Previ-
ous to living in Bangkok, Jenny lived and taught in Oregon in 
an all-inclusive middle school program.

NEL CAPADONA 
Ronelda(Nel) is the Superintendent of Chiang Mai Interna-
tional School and former principal of international and US 
schools. Her passion is working with teachers and students 
to build strong learning communities. She has worked with 
Tribes for over 20 years and is an internationally certified 
Tribes TLC Trainer.

CHRIS CAPADONA 
Chris is the Director of Professional Development, Cur-
riculum, Accreditation at Chiang Mai International School. 
He is involved with the National Council of Social Studies, 
Arizona Council of Social Studies, National Council for His-
tory Education, and a former board member of the Arizona 
Council of History Education; he believes history education 
is critical to global citizenship.

KYLE  CHAMBERLAIN 
Kyle is an elementary school teacher from New Brunswick, 
Canada. He has seven years of experience teaching inter-
nationally in South Korea and China, where he is currently 
teaching grade three at Beijing International Bilingual Acad-
emy. He seeks to empower students to become self-direct-
ed and reach their full potential.

MICHELLE CHOW-LIU 
For the last seven years, Michelle Chow-Liu has been a high 
school counselor working with students from grade nine to 
12. Originally from Vancouver, BC she has lived in Beijing for 
the past 14 years. She holds a Master in School Guidance 
and Counseling and a College Counseling certificate from 
UCLA Extension Program. Michelle speaks English, Manda-
rin and Cantonese, and has just started learning Korean.

NICHOLAS CHRISTEN 
Nicholas has been a High School and Middle School teach-
er for ten years. He has taught at large and small schools, 
public and private. He believes that it is just as important to 

help kids learn about themselves as it is to help them learn 
the word around them.

YONG JUN CHUN 
Yong is a TCK who grew up abroad as a missionary child 
and is passionate about engaging students in the mathemat-
ics classroom.  He has a BS in Biomedical Engineering from 
LeTourneau University and began his educational career 
in 2002.  He is currently the Math Department Head at 
Gyeonggi Suwon International School, and he teaches IBDP 
Math.

YOJIN CHUNG 
Born in Korea and raised in New York, he bridges two cul-
tures. He likes making mathematics meaningful and inter-
esting for middle school students. He first started teaching 
in Harlem wanting to be like Michelle Pfeiffer in “Danger-
ous Minds” but could not resist the chance to get paid 
and travel the world to discover other cultures. He is an 
ovopescatarian who is obsessed with food. He has worked 
at Chadwick International, UNIS Hanoi, and ISH Helsinki. 
Follow me on Twitter @EpikoreanHanoi

HANK CLAASSEN 
Hank has been teaching MS and HS math in international 
schools for the past 14 years. He has always had a pas-
sion for building confidence and competence in math for 
all students. Teaching for understanding through conceptual 
models has been the cornerstone for making this happen.

MARISOL MARANAN 
Marisol is a Third-Culture-Kid who has taught English and 
ESL.  She is currently the school counselor of Grades three 
through five at Brent International School Manila, a position 
she has held for the past 20 years.

LYN CORNEILLE 
Lyn brings the knowledge, skills, and perspectives she has 
gained from various educational experiences as the En-
richment and Differentiation Specialist at Hong Kong In-
ternational School. Lyn has worked in both STEAM and 
IB schools in the US and has presented at numerous con-
ferences, in-services, and workshops, including, the Mid-
Atlantic Association of IB World Schools and the Maryland 
Educators of Gifted Students.  When she is not working, 
Lyn is busy volunteering at animal shelters and preparing 
for her first half-marathon. 

SHAUNA COVELL 
When Shauna Covell was introduced to character strengths 
in 2010, it revolutionized her teaching. She began imple-
menting activities into her elementary curriculum that also 
included educating parents and colleagues of the impor-
tance of character in children’s lives. 

LYNDSEY COX 
Lyndsey began implementing NGSS in the middle school 
at the International School of Beijing in 2014. They are pas-
sionate about the philosophy of NGSS and have worked 
diligently to create assessments used to meet the multidi-
mensional nature of the performance expectations. While 
this has been a challenging experience, the results have 
been rewarding.
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STACY CROOK 
Stacy is from Colorado Springs, Colorado. She holds a 
bachelor’s degree in Spanish and a teaching license from 
University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. Stacy joined 
Korea International School-Jeju in 2015.

MARK CROWELL 
Mark is a middle school math teacher at Saigon South In-
ternational School. He is from St. Louis, Missouri and has 
one-year old twins named Emina and Zane. Mark is in his 
11th year of teaching and eighth year of teaching overseas. 
He is currently working on his PhD in Educational Leader-
ship. Mark is passionate about letting the talents and abilities 
of his students guide his teaching!

SUJI DEHART 
Suji is the Elementary Teacher/Librarian at ISKL, and is also 
the ES Service & Sustainability Coordinator. She bring her 
passion for literature together with her desire to serve by 
working with Bali Children’s Project in Penestanan and sur-
rounding areas. Before ISKL, she was the Head Librarian for 
QSI Shekou, and worked closely with Captivating Interna-
tional to help girls from Tibet to escape poverty through 
education and vocational training.”

MARK DOMINGUEZ 
Mark is an Eighth Grade Math and Spanish Teacher at Seoul 
International School in Seoul, Korea.  He has been teaching 
internationally for 11 years in Mexico, Colombia, and South 
Korea.  He holds a B.S. in Mathematics from the University 
of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign and is currently getting his 
second Master’s degree in Education.  He is also a member 
of the EARCOS International School Leadership Program 
looking to graduate in December 2017.

COLIN DONELLE 
Colin is originally from Canada and has been teaching inter-
nationally for nearly a decade. He is passionate about edu-
cational systems that foster the whole child and has sought 
to create a positive learning environment that nurtures stu-
dent’s social, emotional, and cognitive abilities.

KATE DORE 
Kate is a middle school science teacher with a background 
in neuropsychology and scientific literacy. She has a passion 
for student agency and curating environments that support 
students as legitimate stakeholders in our world and our 
future. Her work focuses on helping students develop sci-
entific and research literacy, and fostering supportive learn-
ing communities as living systems.

MARK  DEYSS 
Mark was introduced to mindfulness and mediation 16 
years ago and has been a practitioner every since. For 
the past 13 years he has been Social Studies Department 
Head and Model United Nations Director at Marist Broth-
ers International School in Kobe, Japan. During this time he 
has used mindfulness instruction with students both in the 
classroom and as part of a bodybuilding and weight train-
ing course.

GREG  EDWARDS 
Greg has been a math teacher and leader for the past 17 
years at the Hong Kong International School. He facilitates 
the use of technology in the application of Math and Sci-
ence with Middle School aged students in his classroom. 
Greg loves working collaboratively with students to make 
meaningful connections with learning to the real world.

MARK FELSTEHAUSEN 
Mark is head of Social Studies at the International School of 
the Sacred Heart in Tokyo (ISSH) and is fortunate to have 
travelled & studied in Nepal for over 25 years. Mark & ISSH 
strive to support ‘schools helping schools’ and believe that 
primary education, especially for girls, provide the key to a 
sustainable future. Mark was recently named to the board 
of directors of Nepal SEEDS, a development NPO.

BILL FILLBACH 
Bill is the Lower School Math Coordinator at Taipei Ameri-
can School.  He has worked in education for 20 years - 
14 of them as a classroom teacher of mathematics and 
the remaining six in various administrative roles.  He has 
worked in the U.S. and overseas - in locations as varied as 
Houston, Boston, Quito and Hanoi.  In his newest role, he 
loves watching teachers learn to love teaching math in the 
younger grades.

AMANDA FISCHER 
Originally from New Jersey, USA, Amanda Fischer is in her 
fifteenth year as a School Counselor and her eighteenth 
as an educator. She worked in the elementary setting in 
Atlanta, Georgia, USA before moving abroad in 2012. Her 
international life started in Mexico City, Mexico and cur-
rently she lives in Shanghai, China where she is the Early 
Childhood Counselor at Shanghai American School.

AMY FOLEY 
Amy helped to create and implement a two-year interdisci-
plinary project-based learning program at Shanghai Ameri-
can School. Amy has experience teaching math and science 
at both the middle school and high school levels. She uti-
lizes collaboration and growth mindset to develop student 
agency and self-efficacy. 

DAN FORBES 
Dan has embraced character strengths and has explored 
ways to integrate them into his middle school humanities 
curriculum and home base program. Since then, he expand-
ed his repertoire to include positivity and mindfulness.

DONNA FROSE 
Donna is the Head of the Individuals and Societies De-
partment and teaches history and Theory of Knowledge. 
Donna works at UNIS HANOI.

SIMON FURMSTON 
Simon has been teaching for over 12 years. He began 
teaching ICT  in the UK in 2004, and then moved to Busan 
to teach in 2013. He has since taught Design, ITGS, and His-
tory. He is now also working on improving IT Integration in 
the school as well as continuing to teach.

EARCOS Practitioner Presenters
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CINDY GILBERT 
Cindy is an Educational Specialist and Nationally Certified 
School Psychologist (USA) at Singapore American School. 
She is passionate about helping and advocating for all 
students, especially those that are members of any mar-
ginalized group. She has lived in SE Asia for 12 years and 
has raised four children, all of whom are now living in the 
United States.

CRAIG  GINGERICH 
Craig’s experiences living in India as a kid instilled in him a 
desire for travel, adventure, and craftsmanship. An Idaho na-
tive, Craig has taught math, science and humanities through-
out the middle school grades in the U.S., Korea, Brazil, and 
China for 20+ years. He holds an MA in Administration and 
is currently finishing up an MS in Science Education. He es-
tablished the middle school robotics program at Concordia, 
is the co-director of  the Jinqiao Mini Maker Faire, and has 
a passion for teaching hands-on learning. He is married and 
has two children in college. Craig loves to ride his motor-
cycle and thrives on biking in the Boise foothills in the USA.

ALIS GORCEA 
Alis has been a teacher for 13 years and has taught Middle 
School ELD on three different continents so far. Currently, 
she works at Ruamrudee International School in Bangkok 
where she is the Middle School ELD Head of Department. 
She loves being “stuck” in Seventh Grade. She has a Masters 
in TEFL and a Masters in Multidisciplinary Studies. Also, she 
is a COETAIL graduate.

JASON GRAHAM 
Jason is an educator at Jakarta Intercultural School in In-
donesia. He has been an international educator for 17 
years and is Lead Facilitator for PYP Online Programmes, 
as well as an IB workshop leader and developer. Jason has 
presented at international conferences including EARCOS. 
He blogs at The Learning Journey and is passionate about 
sharing learning with others and the importance of being a 
connected learner. Twitter @jasongraham99

DENNIS GRICE 
Dennis is a Digital Literacy coach at Concordia Interna-
tional School Shanghai. He is a Google Certified Teacher, 
Discovery Education Guru, and has shared his passion for 
integrating technology into curriculum with K-12 teachers 
and students for over 20 years. Dennis sees his mission is 
not to teach technology, but to help teachers use technol-
ogy as a tool to help students learn and show what they 
know.

SHAWNA HAMPTON-RIDDLE 
Shawna has taught high school life sciences for seventeen 
years. She is in her second year of teaching at Shanghai 
American School and has taught AP, IB, and Grade 9/10 Bi-
ology in Muscat, Oman and two public schools in Texas and 
North Carolina. She has a passion for engaging students 
in the act of doing science, as opposed to talking at them 
about science.

RIA HENNIGAR 
Ria is a TCK with 14 years of experience teaching in Mexico, 
Japan, Nepal, and China. Ria have a vested interest in service 
learning and project based learning approaches in educa-
tion. Ria believe in empowering young children in finding a 
voice to create positive change in the world.

SANDRA HILL 
Sandra has been an international educator for over 25 
years and she is currently a sixth grade science teacher at 
the Singapore American School. A number of years ago 
Sandra’s school moved toward implementing a culture of 
strength (Gallup Strengthfinders). From that moment she 
has been relentless in acquiring a deeper understanding and 
knowledge of the strength movement. Sandra is currently 
involved in bringing VIA character education to the Middle 
School students and teachers at SAS.

JACOB HUMES 
Jacob is a fully accredited member of the Australian Health 
Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) with registration 
as both Psychologist and Teacher. He has worked in schools 
and private practice in Australia and Bangladesh, and is now 
the Elementary School Psychologist at Saigon South Inter-
national School, Vietnam. He has over 10 years experience 
working with specialists, caregivers and school communities 
to support the learning and emotional needs of young peo-
ple and their families.

RICHARD HUNT 
Richard is a primary school teacher from the UK with 20 
years teaching experience, 15 of those at the British School 
Manila. His fun, dynamic, interactive approach to teach-
ing and learning inspires those he works with. Richard is a 
qualified RLSS First Aid instructor and beach lifeguard hav-
ing taught first aid to different groups of people; teachers, 
students, parents, nannies, and bodyguards to name a few. 
When he is not teaching Richard can be found surfing the 
waves of the Philippines or trekking around its mountains.

STACEY JOHNSEN 
Stacey has been a teacher for 20 years, 18 of them over-
seas. For the past eleven years she has been teaching at 
Taipei American School where she has taught grade five 
and is currently in a grade three classroom.  She has been a 
team leader at TAS for the past 10 years while in grade five 
and grade three.  She received the Joanna Nichols Award 
for Excellence in Teaching and Professional Development 
in 2011. Stacey has always met students where they are in 
their learning and helped them grow in confidence and skill 
while honoring their strengths.

DEBORAH SMITH JOHNSTON 
Deb is in her third year teaching history at Concordia Inter-
national School Shanghai, after having taught for two dec-
ades in the US.  As an AP World History consultant for the 
College Board, and a founding member of the Big History 
high school project, she enjoys sharing interactive pedagogy 
with colleagues. Having grown up overseas herself, she be-
lieves all students benefit from a global and inter-disciplinary 
perspectives and works to develop that fully in her classes.
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JASON KAISER 
Jason has been an educator for more than 15 years. Jason 
completed his undergraduate work and teaching certifica-
tion in his home state of Colorado and has been an inter-
national educator since 1999. He earned his M.A. in Edu-
cational Technology from Michigan State University in 2008, 
and has worked in a variety of technology roles including 
Technology Director and Technology Integration Specialist 
since 2006. He leads the local Korea GEG and had been 
a regular presenter at the Korea GAFE summits since they 
began in 2013. He is passionate about practical integration 
of technology and 21st century learning skills in the class-
room and school contexts.

KAREN KILLEEN 
Karen has been in education all of her professional life and 
has been qualified as a Forest School practitioner for over 
six years. From the UK, Karen has worked in mainstream 
schools and special schools. She is a real advocate of how 
Forest School develops the emotional well-being of a child 
and how this is successful within the school environment. 
Karen will be presenting on this topic at the forthcoming 
International AEN (Additional Educational Needs) Confer-
ence at Dulwich College Beijing on 3-4 November.

JENNIFER  KOLTUTSKY 
Jennifer is currently a Grade Six Social Studies teacher and 
PLC leader at Singapore American School. She has been 
teaching at SAS for 10+years as well as other international 
schools for a total of 18 years. Her background includes 
teaching grades four to seven in all subject areas. 

JUDITH  LARUE 
Judith teaches MYP and DP Visual Arts at ISS International 
School. She has a BFA in painting and drawing and an MFA 
in sculpture and has taught a wide range of art courses to 
youth and adults in Saudi Arabia, Germany,  and Curacao 
before joining ISS International School six years ago.

HAMORN LAU 
Hamorn has taught Grade One, Four and Five at American 
International School (Hong Kong). She is the founder and 
president of Read2KidsHK (non-profit-making organiza-
tion), which aims to promote family literacy through reading 
to and with children. She is a Doctor of Education student 
(Language Education) at The Education University of Hong 
Kong and has recently passed her presentation of thesis 
proposal, in which the pilot study has been selected to re-
ceive an EARCOS Action Research Grant.

HEIDI LAWS 
Heidi teaches at International School Kuala Lumpur (ISKL). 
She teaches learning resources in grade nine. Heidi has over 
20 years of special education teaching experience in the 
Americas and Asia. She joins her colleague, Susan Renauld 
from ISKL. You will be inspired by these two dynamic, hard-
working, and fun loving professionals.

AMANDINE LECESNE 
Amandine is a Whole School Counsellor at PREM Inter-
national School in Chiang Mai, Thailand. She has worked as 
a counselor for over thirteen years, both with adults and 
children. She earned her Masters in Counselling Psychol-
ogy in 2004 and has specialized in addiction treatment and 
trauma recovery.

JAMES LINZEL 
James is a high school science teacher who focuses on in-
quiry-based learning and uses visible learning strategies to 
engage students in higher-level thinking.

DAN LONG 
Dan is a TCK, born in Japan and raised in Vietnam and Tai-
wan. His interest in the experiences shared by many of his 
students and the correlation he saw between their expe-
riences and his own encouraged him to pursue doctoral 
research to better understand the cross-cultural dynamic 
lived by ethnically Chinese students who are studying in 
a western-academic setting. He currently works at Taipei 
American School where he serves as the Upper School 
Dean of Students. 

ANTHONY LOVEDAY 
Born and raised in the great state of California, Anthony 
Loveday proudly holds a B.A. and M.A. in History from the 
University of California at Berkeley.  He has taught a variety 
of Social Studies courses at the secondary level since 2001 
and currently serves as head of the Social Studies depart-
ment at Seoul International School.

MICHELLE LOVETT 
Michelle moved to Hong Kong in 2004, and worked in In-
ternational Schools and as a consultant in Creative Indus-
tries Education.  Before, in Australia, she lectured in Arts Ed-
ucation at the University of Southern Queensland, and was 
active in promoting arts education amongst young people. 
Currently Michelle is working at the Canadian International 
School in Hong Kong teaching MYP Music, Visual Arts and 
Learning Support subjects.

PRAISE MA 
Praise teaches sixth grade Language Arts and Social Stud-
ies at Hong Kong International School, is an Apple Distin-
guished Educator, and a photographer. She has experienced 
first hand the effect of war and poverty on students in Asia, 
MENA, and Africa, particularly Rwanda. She has served 
as an international educator for over ten years develop-
ing literacy and connecting global issues to student voice 
from rural to one to one laptop environments. Praise has 
presented in conferences including 21st Century Learning, 
SAGE i-Summit, and ADE Global Institute, and is working 
on her doctorate in global education leadership.

ANNABEL MABUNAY 
Annabel is an IB Math teacher who loves to build students’ 
confidence in Math. She endeavors to teach Math, both in 
her middle and high school classes, in an engaging and prac-
tical manner. She believes that Math application in real-life 
situations should be the prime concern of an effective Math 
teacher. Thus, it is her passion to give authentic assessments 
to encourage students to develop appreciation of the the 
subject and recognize its significance in the 21st century.

MICHAEL MALDONADO 
Mike has been working as a high school counselor for six 
years in both Korea at the Asia Pacific International School 
and now at Brent International School Manila. 
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JENNY FRANCO MARSH 
Jenny is a Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC) for the 
state of Pennsylvania. She has experience working with chil-
dren in individual and family therapy. She worked with el-
ementary students in Kuwait for three years and is currently 
a Social/Emotional Counselor for fifth and sixth grades at 
Concordia International School Shanghai.  (Fun fact: Jenny 
loves to go on safaris in search of wild animals.)

LOLITA MATTOS 
Lolita has been working in international schools since 2010. 
Her first post abroad was in Damascus, Syria in which she 
eventually had to be evacuated and immediately she moved 
to Beirut, Lebanon. In 2015, she was hired as the Head 
of the Mathematics Department at Surabaya Intercultural 
School in Surabaya, Indonesia.

MISTI MCDANIEL 
Misti is a second-generation educator and first-generation 
international teacher. She has worked and traveled exten-
sively, presenting at conferences in Russia, Argentina and the 
United States. She has taught secondary math for over 10 
years, in the US public schools and international schools. 
Misti recently earned a masters degree in Digital Teaching & 
Learning and still seeks a way to explain how her masters 
degree in journalism turned her into a math teacher.

ALEKSA MOSS 
Aleksa teaches at SCIS Pudong after previous teaching ex-
periences in Sumatra, Indonesia, Macau SAR China, Michi-
gan and Illinois. She holds a K-5 teaching credential from the 
State of Michigan and a K-8 credential from the Province of 
Ontario, with an additional Early Childhood Specialist cre-
dential in the State of Illinois. She holds a Masters Degree in 
Curriculum and Instruction with a focus on digital learning 
and technology design.  

GENEVIEVE MURPHY 
Genevieve is a global educator who has taught in the Unit-
ed States, Japan and Taiwan. She has presented educational 
workshops in the United States, Japan, Nepal, China and 
Thailand.  She currently teaches third grade at the American 
School in Taichung in Taiwan.  She is the Global Develop-
ment Director and co-founder of Know My World, a global 
educational resource that emphasizes social, emotional and 
cultural learning through digital connection and project 
based learning.

BRON NARSIMAN 
Bron teach Grade six Humanities at The International 
School of Kuala Lumpur, where ‘Community’ is our year-
long focus. 

ROB NEWBERRY 
Rob is the Director of Education Technology at Chatsworth 
International School. His work focuses on helping students 
develop scientific and research literacy, and fostering sup-
portive learning communities as living systems.

ROBIN O’HARA 
Robin teaches high school science at Brent International 
School Manila.  Robin has been teaching science for over 
thirty years and has worked in science research settings.  

Robin is interested in making the classroom setting more 
authentic for students and showing how concepts and ideas 
from the classroom are practically applied in the real world.

JEFF ORMROD 
Jeff teaches Grade Six Humanities at The International 
School of Kuala Lumpur, where ‘Community’ is our year-
long focus. 

GITANJALI PAUL 
Gitanjali is a High School Social Studies Educator and Sus-
tainability Coordinator at the International School Ma-
nila. She is passionate about facilitating opportunities for 
youth to address global issues in their communities. She 
has trained and coordinated students to run workshops, 
conferences and projects including regional and city-based 
Global Issues Network (GIN) Conferences in Manila since 
2012, a school wide sustainability initiative, as well as youth 
sustainability leadership programs and camps for the non-
profit, Compass Education.

TRENT PEABODY 
Trent is currently a Middle School Mathematics teacher 
at the Hong Kong International School. He has worked in 
both the High School and Middle School levels internation-
ally as a Mathematics and IT teacher for the past 17 years. 
He loves integrating technology into the classroom with 
both students and colleague.

KAITLYN PETTINGA 
Kaitlyn is currently the Middle School Counselor at Rua-
mrudee International School. Over the past 10 years she 
has worked as a family therapist, classroom teacher, learn-
ing specialist, and Learning Support program coordinator 
in Chicago,IL, New York City, and Bangkok, Thailand. Kaitlyn 
holds a masters degree in marital family therapy and a mas-
ters degree in education with a specialization in students 
with disabilities. Kaitlyn is passionate about finding ways to 
meet the needs of nontraditional students through the use 
of technology, social emotional learning and cross discipli-
nary collaboration. 

MICHELLE POWNALL 
Michelle has been an early childhood educator since 2003. 
It wasn’t until later on that she realized her passion for 
teaching became a passion in helping others achieve their 
highest potential in more than just academics. In 2010 Mi-
chelle graduated with a Masters in school counseling. She 
has been at Gyeonggi Suwon International School, as a 
school counselor, since January of 2013. She has two chil-
dren and has lived in the U.S. and in Korea, but would love 
to experience more. 

WESLEY PRZYBYLSKI 
Wesley is currently the Middle School Innovation Coach 
at the American School in Japan.  Wesley is a highly en-
ergetic, passionate, and creative leader who guides teach-
ers through innovations that promote student learning. 
Strong advocate of effective use of technology and finding 
the strength in individuals to better the community.  As an 
Apple Distinguished Educator, Google Certified Innovator, 
and Enthusiastic Educator, Wesley inspires and promotes 
innovative learning experiences for teachers and students 
around the world.
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KATTINA RABDAU-FOX 
Alli is a third grade classroom teacher at SSIS and has been 
living in Saigon for four years. She has worked to develop 
her one to one iPad classroom environment into one in 
which the culture of creation thrives. Her students enjoy 
coding, creating videos, and working on digital math jour-
nals. She enjoys the tremendous learning opportunities that 
have been created from “digitising” her classroom. Alli is 
passionate about teaching math and targeting the needs of 
each student through workshop style teaching. 

BILL RAGO 
Bill is currently a middle school EAP teacher at Korea In-
ternational School Jeju. Prior to transitioning from higher 
education to middle school in 2014, Bill Rago was an Assis-
tant Professor at Sookmyung Women’s University teaching 
courses in EFL Methods and Second Language Acquisition. 
Additionally, he is working on a PhD in Applied Linguistics at 
Korea University. His goal at KISJ is to help content teachers 
effortlessly promote English acquisition in their classrooms.

JAMES RANNI 
James is the Director of Guidance Counseling and an AP 
psychology teacher at Marist Brothers International School 
in Kobe, Japan.  A mindfulness meditation practitioner for 
over 25 years, he employs mindfulness techniques regularly 
within his counseling, started a mindfulness education pro-
gram at Marist for upper school students, and continues to 
run classes and mindfulness workshops for students and 
staff at Marist Brothers International School and beyond.

MARYJO RAWLEIGH 
Maryjo taught for many years in Canada before venturing 
out in the international scene.  While in Canada she was a 
member of the Alberta Assessment Consortium where she 
did presentations on assessment in mathematics.

KATELYN REGAN 
Katelyn was previously working as a middle school counse-
lor at the American School of Doha and Shanghai American 
School, and is now in high school and college counseling at 
Brent.

SUSAN RENAUD 
Susan teaches students in grades 11 and 12 in the Learn-
ing Resource Center at International School Kuala Lumpur 
(ISKL). She has a background in humanities education and 
school counseling, which she has practiced in several inter-
national schools and in the USA. She joins her colleague, 
Heidi Laws from ISKL for this workshop. You will be inspired 
by these two dynamic, hardworking, and fun loving profes-
sionals.

ROSEANA RICHARDS 
Roseana worked as a vocational guidance/family counse-
lor for several years as a State of Michigan employee in 
the United States.  For the last three years she has been 
overseas in the role of a school counselor/college place-
ment and middle school counselor. Growing up in South 
America and later moving to the United States, Caribbean 
and Philippines, Roseana has extensive experience with cul-
tural awareness from many perspectives and in many dif-
ferent roles.

FAITH RO 
Faith has been a school counselor for 20 years and is cur-
rently working at the Shanghai American School as the 
fourth and fifth grade counselor. Prior to joining the team 
in Shanghai, she has worked as a middle school counselor 
in Naperville, IL (USA) and internationally in Beijing,China.

ALLI RUTTGER 
Kattina is a creative and curious scientist, mathematician, 
learner, and educator. She is the Elementary School STEM 
Coach at Saigon South International School in Ho Chi 
Minh City, Vietnam. Whether coaching teachers in inquiry 
or working with students in the MakerSpace, Kattina has a 
Masters of Education and studied Environmental Studies. 
She was a marine biologist prior to teaching, and she is 
probably the only person here who knows how to safely 
feed a Giant Pacific Octopus.

DAVID RYNNE 
David is currently the ICT Coordinator at Stonehill Inter-
national School, Bangalore. He is passionate about helping 
teachers develop the skills, strategies and understandings 
necessary to use ICTs to create authentic and engag-
ing learning experiences for students. Prior to becoming 
a technology integration specialist, David was a classroom 
practitioner and has taught MS Math and Humanities as 
well as most grade levels in the elementary school.

ERIC SCHOONARD 
Eric teaches middle school math at Saigon South Interna-
tional School. Over the past two years, he has worked with 
Mark Crowell to create a differentiated, gamified Middle 
School curriculum. While not teaching, he enjoys travel, 
making videos, and mild gaming.

SCOTT SEIPLE 
Scott is the head science instructor at the American Inter-
national School of Guangzhou.  Scott is been teaching sci-
ence for over thirty years and both have worked in science 
research settings. He is interested in making the classroom 
setting more authentic for students and showing how con-
cepts and ideas from the classroom are practically applied 
in the real world.

DARRELL  SHARP 
Darrell is a high school science teacher and department 
head. Having worked in research before becoming an 
educator, he values an evidence-based approach to good 
practice. Inspired by Dweck’s research into the effect of 
teaching neurobiology on students’ mindsets, he has studied 
brain development and function and applied this knowl-
edge and understanding to improve teaching and learning 
at his school

MERRISS SHENSTONE 
Merriss is an experienced DP Language A and TOK teacher 
who has worked in Australia, China and South Korea. She 
has a keen interest in helping students to think analytically 
and to critically examine the manner in which they express 
themselves.
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JENNY  SNIVELY 
Jenny teach Grade Six Humanities at The International 
School of Kuala Lumpur, where ‘Community’ is our year-
long focus. As educators with a myriad of experiences at 
different international schools in the East Asia region, we 
understand that collaboration, critical thinking, and commu-
nication are key to developing successful learning experi-
ences. This is a common thread in our classrooms, not only 
evident in our physical spaces, but also in our lessons and 
learning activities.

ERIKA SOUBLET 
Erika is an upper school social studies teacher at Taipei 
American School. She is one of two instructors teaching a 
new course, History of Minorities in America, a history and 
sociology senior seminar. She enjoys teaching history and 
current events from the perspective of minority groups. 
Erika, an Oakland, C.A. native, has a J.D. from Northwestern 
School of Law of Lewis and Clark College and a B.A. from 
Gonzaga University.

YA YUN SU 
Ya Yun has been teaching middle school and high school 
English for the past ten years. She has lived in Honduras, 
China, Sri Lanka and is currently teaching IB MYP and DP 
Language and Literature in South Korea.

MARTIN SUAREZ 
Martin is an engineer, but most of all a passionate teacher, 
who has over 30 years experience teaching several subjects 
in different environments, from maximum security prisons 
in Argentina to high level students in Singapore. For the last 
20 years, he has been teaching science investigations and 
applying mindfulness to his lessons with amazing results. He 
was invited to lecture at Stanford University and gave a Ted 
Talk in Uruguay (Punta del Este). The title for that of  Ted 
Talk could be the same as for this conference: ‘Physics is 
Love.’

SARAH SUTTER 
A 20+ year veteran high school art teacher and former tech-
nology integrator, Sarah Sutter currently teaches Design Tech-
nology and Art at The American School in Japan (ASIJ) in To-
kyo. She has presented at conferences ranging from FabLearn 
Asia, Tokyo, in 2015, to Create Make Learn in Vermont, to  Edu-
con in Philadelphia, to EARCOS in Bangkok, Thailand. Sarah has 
also taught multimedia for educators as an adjunct professor 
for the University of Maine graduate program.

TRAVIS TEBO 
Travis has taught science and math in both middle and high 
school over his 18 year career in education. At the Inter-
national School of Beijing for the past 12 years, he cur-
rently teaches IB Biology in addition to introductory science 
courses. He is actively involved in the developing of new 
science courses that utilize NGSS.

JULIAN THORNBURY 
Julian has  been a physical educator for over 15 years. Origi-
nally from Canada, his teaching has led him overseas. Ju-
lian  is currently in his third year teaching Middle School 
PE at Taipei American School. Prior to his eight years at 
the Shanghai American School working in both Middle and 
Elementary PE departments.

ROY TOMLINSON 
Roy is a 15 year veteran of international teaching and is 
currently teaching AP Stats and Algebra 1 at the American 
School in Japan in Tokyo.  He enjoys travel, yoga and Japa-
nese sake.

PETER TONG 
Dr. Peter Tong was an aerospace engineer prior to be-
coming a teacher. His education in Electrical Engr. (B.Sc.), 
Mechanical Engr. (M.Sc.) and Aerospace Engr. (Ph.D.) and 
Dip. Ed. allows him to integrate practical real life engineer-
ing experience into the classroom. He has taught in Aus-
tralia, Canada, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and is currently 
teaching in China.  He pioneered the Big Data course and 
developed Aerospace Engineering course for high school.

MARIA TULLBERG 
Maria is a fifth-grade teacher at Hong Kong Academy; she 
has collaborated in international schools in Hong Kong for 
over ten years. Previous to her teaching career she worked 
with Marketing in the Asia Pacific region. Her ‘can do’ at-
titude and growth mindset combined with a love for teach-
ing mathematical concepts helps both students, who nick-
named her the ‘sense-maker’, and fellow teachers feeling 
confident about their Mathematical abilities.

MARK TURNER 
Mark is primarily a high school music teacher who also en-
joys teaching TOK and language acquisition (Spanish). He 
has lived and worked in Australia, Spain, Japan, England, 
Germany and is currently teaches in South Korea at Busan 
International Foreign School. Mark has a special interest in 
experiential and interdisciplinary learning. In his free time, 
Mark is a dedicated father, writer and producer of music, a 
traveler and a keen rock climber

EMILY TURNER-WILLIAMS 
Emily has also been teaching for six years, in Glasgow, Lon-
don and Manila. She currently works as a first grade teacher 
at Brent International School Manila. She has had experi-
ence teaching in various elementary grade levels, but par-
ticularly enjoys working in Early Elementary. She also has 
a Bachelor of Arts degree in Child and Youth Care, from 
Ryerson University in Toronto. Emily has always had a pas-
sion for helping students to be successful, while developing 
a love for math.

BEN TURNER-WILLIAMS 
Ben has been a teacher for six years and has had the op-
portunity to work in London, England and Manila, Philip-
pines. He is currently working at Brent International School 
Manila as a second grade teacher. Ben prioritizes creating 
lessons that are engaging and meaningful for his students. 
Ben also enjoys coaching both boys and girls soccer, at 
Brent International School.  

SHANE WATSON 
Shane works at ISB as the Elementary School Science Co-
ordinator.  He play’s a central role in designing, developing 
and implementing a comprehensive, hands-on student cen-
tered science program. He co-teaches inquiry-based les-
sons with over 30 ES teachers.
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DEBORAH  WELLS-CLINTON 
Debby is the MSHS librarian and works with student six - 
12 on various research projects including the Personal Pro-
ject in Grade 10 and Extended Essay in Grade 12. Debby 
work at UNIS HANOI.

WESLEY WHITEHEAD 
Wesley has been teaching MYP Science at ISS International  
School for the past ten years. He has a Bachelor of Science 
in Biology Education. Before teaching in Singapore he taught 
in the public school system in Louisiana for fourteen years. 
He also serves as the CAS Co-ordinator and has been in-
volved in the Global Issues Network.

RHONDA WILDEMAN 
Rhonda is a high school biology teacher that has been 
working in international schools for nine years. She is inter-
ested in sharing her knowledge of ‘how the brain learns’ and 
‘how the brain changes’ as students develop and mature. 
She enjoys exploring how learning occurs from an anatomi-
cal perspective, and has focused on developing strategies 
that engage and help students to utilize executive function 
and higher order thinking in classroom settings.

MEAGHAN WILSON 
Meaghan is in her 23rd year of teaching. She has taught at 
Shekou International School for seven years where she has 
been a curriculum team leader and is currently a coordina-
tor of part of the SIS advisory program. She has taught 
multiple subjects including earth science, health, computer 
education, physical education, and life skills. She is a doctoral 
candidate for Organizational Leadership and Curriculum 
and Teaching at Novo Southeastern University.

ALLISON WISE 
Allison began implementing NGSS in the middle school at 
the International School of Beijing in 2014. They are pas-
sionate about the philosophy of NGSS and have worked 
diligently to create assessments used to meet the multidi-
mensional nature of the performance expectations. While 
this has been a challenging experience, the results have 
been rewarding.

>> EARCOS Special Announcement
EARCOS Weekend Workshop Grant Application is now available!
Deadline is April 10, 2017

One of the services EARCOS provides to its member schools throughout the year is the sponsorship of two-day institutes and workshops 
for faculty and administration. The topics for these institutes are determined according to the needs of members.  EARCOS will provide 
reimbursement for a consultant’s airfare, honorarium for two days, and per diem for three days for lodging, meals, and incidentals (up to 
$3,500.00) to schools wishing to host an EARCOS weekend workshop.

Visit the EARCOS website for more information www.earcos.org

>> EARCOS Global Citizenship Award & Community Service Grant
This award is presented to a student who embraces the qualities of a global citizen. This student is a proud representative of his/her nation 
while respectful of the diversity of other nations, has an open mind, is well informed, aware and empathetic, concerned and caring for others, 
encouraging a sense of community, and strongly committed to engagement and action to make the world a better place. 

Deadline: Please submit your application online for the EARCOS AWARD for GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP by April 14, 2017. 
For more information please visit http://www.earcos.org/other_award.php

>> Join us on Google+ Search: EARCOS Community
Share great things going on in EARCOS schools. The EARCOS community consists of 156 international schools and over 12,100 educa-
tors in the East Asia region. This community is a place to share ideas and events taking place in EARCOS schools.

>> E-CONNECT
Stay in touch with many current ideas and trends in education at EARCOS Connect Blog.
Welcome to EARCOS E-Connect.Teachers, counselors, and administrators are extremely busy people.You don’t always have time to search 
for articles, blogs, videos, and books that will educate and enhance your practice.This blog will offer links to relevant educational discussions, 
articles, book reviews, and videos that you may find informative and useful.  Visit http://earcos-connect.tumblr.com/
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Delegate List

SCHOOLS

CAMBODIA
International School of Phnom 
   Penh 
Jon Banules

CHINA
American International School 
   Hong Kong 
Laura Kaufman
Stephen Kelly
Hamorn Lau
Elena Liotta
Zander Lyvers
Dan Ruzicka
Aaron Spellman
LeAnn Stanhope
Tiffany Yeung

American International School of 
   Guangzhou
Sarah Carr
Shahram Dinyarian
Florence Farm
Glenn Jacobson
Nathan Lieschke
Chad McGartlin
Erika Olson
Peter Parker
Konna Parker
Seiple Scott
Angela Vitner

Beijing City International School
Aaron Allen
Ian Deziel
Dean Eddington

Beijing International Bilingual 
   Academy
Kyle Chamberlain
Colin Donelle
Anila Khan
K.C. Pang
Kristine Tolman
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49th Annual EARCOS
Leadership Conference 2017

The East Asia Regional Council of Schools is excited to invite 
you and your administrative staff as delegates at the 49th annual 
EARCOS Leadership Conference (ELC2017) in Bangkok, 
Thailand scheduled for October 26-28, 2017. We have a host of 
excellent keynote speakers and workshop presenters. 
Our keynoters are: Simon Breakspear and Peter Dalglish.

We think the conference will prove to be professionally stimulat-
ing and will provide you with an opportunity for networking and 
building camaraderie.

visit http://earcos.org
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